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Executive Summary 

1. Turley and Edge Analytics finalised a Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) for 

Calderdale in November 2015. The SHMA was initially commissioned by Calderdale 

Council (‘the Council’) in February 2014 to respond to a changing national policy 

agenda – including the publication of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 

and new Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) – by providing updated evidence on the 

objectively assessed need (OAN) for housing in Calderdale. 

2. Section 2 of the SHMA confirmed that the borough of Calderdale represented an 

appropriate area within which to assess housing needs, given evidence that it operates 

as a relatively self-contained housing market area based on the indicators identified in 

the PPG. 

3. Based on evidence available at the time, the SHMA concluded that there was an OAN 

for at least 946 dwellings per annum in Calderdale over its assessment period (2012 – 

2033). However, the modelling highlighted that this would potentially fall short of 

supporting future employment growth in the borough, which was to be assessed in 

further detail through the Council’s commissioning of new economic evidence. 

Recognising this uncertainty at the time of its publication, the SHMA concluded that up 

to 1,169 dwellings per annum may be needed in Calderdale at the upper end of the 

OAN range. It was, however, recognised that ‘the upper end of the range will be 

reviewed and refined following publication of the Council’s Employment Land Review’. 

4. This report has been commissioned by the Council to review the OAN for Calderdale, 

taking account of the most up-to-date information and evidence available as of April 

2018. This includes the Employment Land Study (ELS) and its underlying employment 

forecasts, which have been shared to inform this report. The latest views of Local Plan 

Inspectors and the Courts are also taken into consideration. The report also adjusts the 

assessment period to align with the anticipated timeframe for the Local Plan (2016 – 

2035). 

5. The commissioning of modelling and drafting of this report did, however, predate the 

release of the 2016-based sub-national population projections (SNPP) on 24 May 2018. 

As such, the modelling remains based on the preceding 2014-based SNPP, which 

underpin the 2014-based household projections that continue to represent the 

‘starting point’ at the current point in time according to the PPG. In accordance with 

the PPG, the modelling has taken into account the latest available population estimates 

published by the Office for National Statistics (ONS), including the revised mid-year 

estimates (MYE) published in March 2018. It is recognised that the 2016-based SNPP 

represent a new official ONS published projection, and will underpin the next iteration 

of the household projections which are currently scheduled for publication in 

September 2018. Upon their release, it will be important for the Council to assess the 

implications of this dataset for housing need in Calderdale. 

6. The report continues to adhere to existing guidance on assessing housing needs, by 

following the methodology advocated by the PPG. However, it acknowledges the 

Government’s intention to implement a new standard method through which 
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‘minimum’ housing need figures can be calculated. Subject to the timescales for 

submitting the Local Plan – and the confirmed timescales for implementing the new 

method through revised national policy – the Council may be required to take the 

standard method into account in establishing its proposed housing requirement, and it 

is recommended that this continues to be monitored. 

7. Compliance with the existing PPG methodology indicates that there is an objectively 

assessed need for 1,001 dwellings per annum in Calderdale, which can be reasonably 

rounded to 1,000 dwellings per annum over the emerging plan period (2016 – 2035). 

This incorporates: 

• The official 2014-based household projections, which provide an updated 

‘starting point’ and suggest that 755 dwellings per annum are needed in 

Calderdale; 

• Demographic adjustments to the ‘starting point’, addressing its reliance on a 

short-term period in which the rate of development slowed in the borough. A 

longer-term demographic trend is considered to provide a more representative 

and balanced projection for Calderdale, based on the PPG and the conclusions of 

the 2015 SHMA. Reflecting the PPG – and again in line with the approach 

previously taken in the 2015 SHMA – allowance has also been made for a 

recovery in younger household formation rates where not already assumed by 

the official projections. This adjusted projection indicates that up to 924 

dwellings per annum are needed in Calderdale, uplifting the ‘starting point’ by 

22%; 

• A reasonable response to market signals, through an uplift of no more than 5% 

at this stage of the PPG methodology. This is separate and distinct from the 

demographic adjustment made to address the effect of worsening affordability 

on household formation rates (8%) in the demographic projection referenced 

above. This recognises the limited evidence of a worsening in market signals 

relative to other areas, and the borough’s continued affordability in relative 

terms. The application of this uplift indicates a need for up to 970 dwellings per 

annum in Calderdale, which – through a consideration of the recent trends in 

projected household growth pressures and the relationship with affordability 

ratios – is judged likely to be sufficient to prevent a future worsening in 

affordability in the context of the housing demand pressures identified; and 

• The housing needed to support likely future job growth, which requires a 

further increase in the working age population to grow the labour force and 

support baseline employment growth. This forecast similarly underpins the 

Council’s employment evidence, and will require the attraction and retention of 

additional working age residents. Supporting this level of employment growth 

would be expected to elevate net migration beyond its post-recession levels and 

generate a need for 1,001 dwellings per annum in the borough. This is circa 33% 

higher than the ‘starting point’, and is rounded in establishing the OAN for 

Calderdale. Although this report acknowledges the potential for further growth 

in employment – once account is taken of the LEP’s priorities and the effects of 
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infrastructure investment – consideration of such “policy-on” factors is not 

required for the purposes of arriving at the OAN. 

8. Provision of this scale would increase the long-term annual rate of development in 

Calderdale by some 51%, and more than double the number of housing completions 

annually recorded in the borough since the recession. The historic level of affordable 

housing delivery could also be more than doubled through provision of 1,000 dwellings 

per annum, contributing towards clearing the backlog of households on the Housing 

Register and meeting newly arising affordable housing needs. No further adjustment is 

therefore considered to be required to meet affordable housing need in Calderdale. 

9. The above adjustments are summarised in the following table. 

Table 1:     Adjustments Applied in Reviewing the OAN for Calderdale 

 Dwellings 

per annum 

2016 – 2035 

Adjustment 

from 

‘starting 

point’ 

2014-based household projections – the ‘starting point’ 755 – 

Adjusted demographic projection 924 22% 

Responding to market signals (up to 5%) 970 28% 

Supporting likely employment growth 1,001 33% 

Objectively assessed need, rounded 1,000 32% 

Source: Turley; Edge Analytics, 2018 

10. The revised OAN for 1,000 dwellings per annum slightly exceeds the minimum need for 

946 dwellings per annum concluded in the 2015 SHMA but is below the upper end of 

the range previously identified, albeit the period of assessment varies between each 

report. The latest evidence reviewed in this report – and the increased clarity around 

likely future employment growth in the borough – suggests a convergence around 

1,000 homes per annum as the OAN for Calderdale. This indicates in contrast with the 

2015 SHMA that a range no longer needs to be identified. 

11. The housing need suggested at the upper end of the previously concluded range was to 

be explicitly refined and reviewed once the findings of separately commissioned 

economic evidence were known. The integration of its underlying employment forecast 

– alongside updated demographic evidence, and revised but evidence-based 

assumptions on future labour force behaviour – lowers the housing needed to grow 

the labour force and support future employment growth in Calderdale. It does, 

however, remain the case that an increase in housing provision beyond the OAN may 

represent one of the interventions needed to support a “policy-on” economic scenario. 

12. The updated modelling presented in this report illustratively suggests that around half 

(53%) of the additional households projected to form in Calderdale may require homes 

with two bedrooms or fewer, with the remaining 47% requiring three bedrooms or 
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more. Circa 80% of additional households could be expected to require houses, with 

the residual 20% requiring flats. While this provides a valuable monitoring framework 

for the Council and a basis from which to establish policy across the borough, it is 

recommended that its policies on housing mix are not overly prescriptive in requiring 

such an illustrative mix on individual sites, given the need to take viability 

considerations into account and respond to the changing demands and needs of the 

market. 

13. As part of the OAN, growth in the older private household population of Calderdale 

could generate an annual demand for circa 114 specialist housing units, including 

sheltered, enhanced sheltered and extra care accommodation. The modelling also 

assumes that 42 older residents are annually accommodated in communal 

establishments such as care homes, which is separate from and therefore additional to 

the OAN for dwellings established through this report. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Turley and Edge Analytics finalised a Strategic Housing Market Assessment1 (SHMA) for 

Calderdale in November 2015. The SHMA was initially commissioned by Calderdale 

Council (‘the Council’) in February 2014 to respond to a changing national policy 

agenda – including the publication of the National Planning Policy Framework2 (NPPF) 

and new Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) – by providing updated evidence on the 

objectively assessed need (OAN) for housing in Calderdale.  

1.2 Section 2 of the SHMA confirmed that the borough of Calderdale represented an 

appropriate area within which to assess housing needs, given evidence that it operates 

as a relatively self-contained housing market area based on the indicators identified in 

the PPG3. 

1.3 Based on evidence available at the time, the SHMA concluded that there was an OAN 

for at least 946 dwellings per annum (dpa) in Calderdale over its assessment period 

(2012 – 2033). However, the modelling highlighted that this would potentially fall short 

of supporting future employment growth in the borough, which was to be assessed in 

further detail through the Council’s commissioning of new economic evidence. 

Recognising this uncertainty at the time of its publication, the SHMA concluded that up 

to 1,169 dwellings per annum may be needed in Calderdale at the upper end of the 

OAN range. It was, however, recognised that ‘the upper end of the range will be 

reviewed and refined following publication of the Council’s Employment Land Review’4. 

1.4 This report has been commissioned by the Council to review the OAN for Calderdale. 

This review is based on the most up-to-date information and evidence available as of 

April 2018 – including the Employment Land Study (ELS), which has been shared in 

draft form – and the latest views of Local Plan Inspectors and the Courts. The report 

also adjusts the assessment period to align with the anticipated timeframe for the 

Local Plan (2016 – 2035). 

1.5 The commissioning of modelling and drafting of this report did, however, predate the 

release of the 2016-based sub-national population projections (SNPP) on 24 May 2018. 

As such, the modelling remains based on the preceding 2014-based SNPP, which 

underpin the 2014-based household projections that continue to represent the 

‘starting point’ at the current point in time according to the PPG. In accordance with 

the PPG, the modelling has taken into account the latest available population estimates 

published by the Office for National Statistics (ONS), including the revised mid-year 

estimates (MYE) published in March 2018. It is recognised that the 2016-based SNPP 

represent a new official ONS published projection, and will underpin the next iteration 

of the household projections which are currently scheduled for publication in 

September 2018. Upon their release, it will be important for the Council to assess the 

implications of this dataset for housing need in Calderdale. 

                                                           
1
 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment 

2
 DCLG (2012) National Planning Policy Framework 

3
 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, paragraph 9.2 

4
 Ibid, paragraph 9.32 
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1.6 The report adheres to existing guidance on assessing housing needs by following the 

methodology advocated by the PPG, which remains the official guidance at the time of 

writing. It is recognised that the Government intends to implement a new standard 

method through revisions to the NPPF, which will produce a ‘minimum’ figure used for 

the purposes of examining Local Plans submitted more than six months after its final 

publication, currently scheduled for summer 20185. The Council’s intention to submit 

its Local Plan in early 2019 suggests that the revised NPPF and its standard method 

may be taken into account at its Examination, depending upon the final publication 

date of the revised NPPF and the proposed transition arrangements being 

implemented as currently drafted. The implications of these proposed changes are 

considered in section 2 of this report. 

Report Structure 

1.7 The report initially introduces the OAN concluded in the 2015 SHMA, and is 

subsequently structured around the methodological stages of the existing PPG as 

follows: 

• Section 2 – OAN Evidenced in the 2015 SHMA – the stepped methodology 

advocated by the PPG is again introduced, with the conclusions of the 2015 

SHMA summarised within this context. The implications of emerging changes to 

guidance are also considered; 

• Section 3 – The Starting Point – the 2014-based population and household 

projections are introduced and compared with the previous ‘starting point’ used 

within the 2015 SHMA to assess their implications; 

• Section 4 – Updated Demographic Projections – the latest demographic 

evidence as of April 2018 is introduced. This includes the revised mid-year 

population estimates published by the ONS in March 2018, although the 

modelling predates the publication of the 2016-based SNPP in late May 2018. 

This evidence is used by Edge Analytics to update the demographic trend-based 

projections previously presented in the 2015 SHMA; 

• Section 5 – Supporting Likely Employment Growth – the employment forecasts 

which underpin the Council’s economic evidence are introduced, with the labour 

force likely to be required to support this growth established; 

• Section 6 – Market Signals – each of the market signals listed in the PPG are 

reviewed, updating the SHMA’s analysis where new data is available; 

• Section 7 – Affordable Housing Need – the calculated need for affordable 

housing is considered in the context of its likely delivery as a component of 

market housing developments, as required by the PPG. This is based on the OAN 

derived from previous stages of the methodology, which take account of 

household growth and market signals; 

                                                           
5
 MHCLG (2018) National Planning Policy Framework: draft text for consultation, Annex 1; MHCLG (2018) National 

Planning Policy Framework: consultation proposals, p8 
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• Section 8 – Updating the Objective Assessment of Need – the latest available 

evidence is drawn together to review the OAN for Calderdale; 

• Section 9 – Size and Type of Housing Needed – the size and type of housing 

which may be needed to accommodate projected change in the household 

profile is estimated, based on the household projection modelling which 

underpins the concluded OAN. It is noted that further detailed evidence of the 

needs of specific groups is included within a separate research report published 

by the Council6; and 

• Section 10 – Summary and Conclusions – a concise summary of the findings and 

implications of this review. 

                                                           
6
 Arc4 (2018) Calderdale Metropolitan Borough Council Specialist Housing Evidence Base 
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2. OAN Evidenced in the 2015 SHMA 

2.1 This section summarises the stepped methodology prescribed by the PPG for assessing 

housing needs. Adherence to this stepped approach in arriving at the OAN concluded 

in the 2015 SHMA is subsequently highlighted, before the implications of anticipated 

future changes in national policy and guidance are considered. 

Methodology 

2.2 At the time of writing, the PPG represents the current official guidance for assessing 

housing needs. The 2015 SHMA adhered to this guidance – which was published in its 

final form in March 2014 – in arriving at its conclusions on the OAN for housing in 

Calderdale. 

2.3 While the wording of relevant sections of the PPG has not changed since the SHMA 

was produced, the methodology has continued to be interpreted since its publication 

through Local Plan Examinations, S78 Inquiries and the Courts. The Government has 

acknowledged that the PPG in its current form creates ‘substantial room for 

interpretation’7.  

2.4 While elements remain open to interpretation, a stepped process has been broadly 

followed by Inspectors in establishing reasonable conclusions on OAN, as follows: 

• Using the latest available household projections produced by the Department for 

Communities and Local Government (DCLG) as the ‘starting point’8; 

• Applying adjustments to the ‘starting point’ where necessary to determine the 

demographic need for housing9; 

• Taking employment trends into account10; 

• Responding to market signals of imbalance between housing supply and 

demand11; and 

• Taking affordable housing need into account12. 

Application of the Stepped Methodology in the 2015 SHMA 

2.5 The 2015 SHMA followed the PPG methodology and concluded that: 

• The ‘starting point’ was the then-latest 2012-based household projections, which 

suggested that 836 dwellings per annum were needed in Calderdale over the 

                                                           
7
 DCLG (2017) Planning for the right homes in the right places: consultation proposals, paragraph 11 

8
 PPG Reference ID 2a-005-20140306 

9
 PPG Reference ID 2a-017-20140306 

10
 PPG Reference ID 2a-018-20140306 

11
 PPG Reference ID 2a-019-20140306 

12
 PPG Reference ID 2a-029-20140306 
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period from 2012 to 2033. This allowed for the application of a locally derived 

vacancy rate of 3.9% to the published household projection dataset13; 

• The underpinning 2012-based sub-national population projections (SNPP) is 

likely to have been influenced by more recently suppressed demographic trends 

during its trend period, with modelling suggesting that a continuation of longer-

term trends recorded over ten years (2002 – 2012) would result in a slightly 

higher level of population growth and therefore housing need. When 

unattributable population change (UPC) was included to account for the 

possibility that population change in Calderdale had been historically 

underestimated by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) between Census 

years, a need for 910 dwellings per annum was implied by the modelling. This 

scenario was ‘considered to represent a robust adjusted presentation of future 

need based on demographic factors alone’14, and adjusted the ‘starting point’ by 

circa 9%; 

• The rate of household formation in Calderdale amongst those aged 25 to 34 was 

evidenced as having fallen historically, with this considered to be influenced by a 

long-term worsening in housing affordability. This trend of reduced rates of 

household formation was assumed to continue over the plan period within the 

2012-based projections, and an adjustment was therefore applied to allow for a 

positive recovery in accordance with the PPG. This elevated the number of 

homes needed to accommodate the projected growth in population by around 

4%, suggesting that 946 dwellings per annum will be needed in Calderdale. This 

was judged to appropriately respond to worsening market signals in the borough 

and was considered to form ‘an appropriate lower end of a range of objectively 

assessed needs’15; and 

• Between 1,085 and 1,169 dwellings per annum may be needed to grow the 

labour force and support the employment growth suggested by two forecasts 

available at the time, produced by Cambridge Economics and Experian’s Regional 

Econometric Model (REM). This evidently surpassed the housing needed to 

accommodate a continuation of historic demographic trends, and increased the 

‘starting point’ by up to 40%. However, the Council’s intention to consider likely 

job growth in more detail through a separately commissioned study was noted, 

with the need for 1,169 dwellings per annum therefore ‘very much considered as 

the upper end of the range…based on the information currently available’16. This 

was to be explicitly refined and reviewed once the findings of separately 

commissioned economic evidence were known17. 

2.6 The following table summarises the adjustments applied in arriving at the OAN range 

concluded in the 2015 SHMA. 

                                                           
13

 Section 6 of the 2015 SHMA confirms that the vacancy rate has been derived from the 2011 Census for Calderdale 
and fixed throughout the projection period 
14

 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, paragraphs 9.6 – 
9.7 
15

 Ibid, paragraph 9.27 
16

 Ibid, paragraph 9.31 
17

 Ibid, paragraph 9.32 
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Table 2.1: Components of the OAN Range for Calderdale 

 Dwellings per 

annum 

2012 – 2033 

Adjustment 

from 

‘starting 

point’ 

2012-based household projections – the ‘starting point’ 836 – 

Adjusted demographic projection – 10 year trend 910 9% 

Responding to worsening market signals 946 13% 

Supporting employment growth forecast by…   

  Cambridge Econometrics 1,085 30% 

  Regional Econometric Model (Experian) 1,169 40% 

Objectively assessed need (range) 946 – 1,169 13 – 40% 

Source: Turley, 2015 

Proposed Introduction of a New Standard Method 

2.7 At the current point in time, the PPG remains the official guidance on establishing 

housing needs with this report complying with its prescribed methodology. The 

Government has, however, confirmed its intention to introduce a new standardised 

approach to assessing housing needs, as part of the ‘radical, lasting reform’ required to 

address the national housing crisis and ‘get more homes built right now and for many 

years to come’18. 

2.8 In September 2017, the Government published the proposed method as part of its 

consultation on ‘planning for the right homes in the right places’19. A reduced number 

of methodological steps are proposed when compared with the existing PPG. The most 

recent official household projections continue to be treated as the ‘starting point’, with 

adjustments formulaically applied to take account of the relationship between median 

house prices and earnings. The overall scale of adjustment is capped at 40% above 

recently adopted housing requirements, or household projections if higher than 

requirements adopted more than five years ago. 

2.9 The Government has confirmed the intention to implement the new approach through 

revisions to the NPPF and associated updates to the PPG20. The consultation on these 

documents closed in May 2018. Within the consultation draft PPG, the standard 

method is largely unchanged from that proposed by the Government in the prior 

consultation. This has been confirmed by the Government in its published response to 

the September consultation, in which it expressed a view that it considered the 

methodology to be ‘the most appropriate method that meets the three key principles of 

                                                           
18

 DCLG (2017) Housing White Paper – fixing our broken housing market, p7 
19

 DCLG (September 2017) Planning for the right homes in the right places: consultation proposals 
20

 MHCLG (March 2018) National Planning Policy Framework: draft text for consultation; MHCLG (March 2018) Draft 
Planning Practice Guidance 
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being simple, realistic and based on publicly available data’21. The exact form of the 

proposed standard method will, however, only be confirmed following the publication 

of the final revised NPPF and associated PPG. 

2.10 It is also important to note that the precise outcome of its application will be subject to 

change by the time at which Calderdale’s Local Plan is scheduled to be submitted, as 

the datasets which underpin its calculation are periodically updated. This includes the 

anticipated release of the 2016-based household projections in September 2018, and 

the annual release of new affordability ratios that were last updated in April 2018. 

2.11 Based on data currently available, the proposed method suggests that 837 dwellings 

per annum are needed in Calderdale22. This incorporates an uplift of circa 6.3% from 

the 2014-based household projections, but evidently falls below the range concluded 

in the 2015 SHMA (946 – 1,169dpa). This largely results from: 

• The sole reliance on official household projections, removing the existing scope 

to consider ‘sensitivity testing, specific to…local circumstances, based on 

alternative assumptions in relation to the underlying demographic projections’23. 

This sensitivity testing led the SHMA to conclude that a slightly higher projection 

based on longer-term population trends and adjustments to household 

formation rates provided a more robust representation of demographic needs in 

Calderdale, relative to the then-latest household projections; and 

• The removal of an integrated stage at which the relationship between 

employment growth and housing need is considered. The PPG currently 

requires an ‘assessment of the likely change in job numbers…having regard to 

the growth of the working age population in the housing market area’, 

highlighting that new housing can help to address the consequences of 

imbalance between labour force supply and projected job growth24. The SHMA 

identified that a higher level of housing growth may be needed to support 

forecast employment growth in Calderdale, given that a continuation of even 

long-term demographic trends would be unlikely to provide the labour force 

required to support the job creation then suggested by available forecasts. 

2.12 Through its draft planning guidance, the Government has made clear that ‘there may 

be circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need above the need figure identified 

by the standard method’, which is to be explicitly considered as ‘the minimum starting 

point in establishing a need figure for the purposes of plan production’ rather than a 

maximum figure that must be planned for25. In particular, it acknowledges that: 

“The method relies on past growth trends and therefore does not include specific uplift 

to account for factors that could affect those trends in the future. Where it is likely that 

additional growth (above historic trends identified by household projections) will occur 

                                                           
21

 MHCLG (March 2018) Government response to the Planning for the right homes in the right places consultation – 
A summary of consultation responses and the Government’s view on the way forward 
22

 This differs from the indicative figures produced by Government in September 2017, to reflect the publication of 
a slightly lower affordability ratio for Calderdale in April 2018 
23

 PPG Reference ID 2a-017-20140306 
24

 PPG Reference ID 2a-018-20140306 
25

 MHCLG (2018) Draft Planning Practice Guidance, p26 
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over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be applied to produce a higher need 

figure that reflects that anticipated growth”26 

2.13 The draft guidance does not provide an exhaustive list of the circumstances in which 

such an uplift is appropriate, but cites the following examples: 

• Growth strategies are in place; 

• Strategic level infrastructure improvements are planned; or 

• Funding is in place to promote and facilitate growth, through the Housing 

Infrastructure Fund and Housing Deals for example. 

2.14 The draft guidance indicates that factors such as the above can justify a higher housing 

need figure, which can be presented as the upper end of a range uplifting the standard 

method at its lower end. There is an intention to consider alternative approaches 

which identify a higher housing need figure as sound ‘unless there are compelling 

reasons to indicate otherwise’27. 

2.15 Equally, it is noted that the draft guidance continues to require local plan-makers to 

calculate affordable housing need, with limited changes to the methodology to be 

followed and a continued requirement to consider its likely delivery as a proportion of 

housing developments. As with the current guidance, the draft PPG is clear to indicate 

that the output of this exercise should be considered in the establishment of the 

planned level of housing provision with an expectation that: 

“An increase in the total housing figures included in the strategic plan may need to be 

considered where it could help deliver the required number of affordable homes”28 

2.16 As stressed above, consultation on the proposed revisions to the NPPF was ongoing as 

much of this report was prepared, and closed on 10 May 2018. The documentation 

published to inform the consultation confirms that ‘policies in the previous Framework 

will apply for the purpose of examining plans where those plans are submitted on or 

before’ the date which is six months after the date of the revised NPPF’s final 

publication29. 

2.17 The Government’s intention to publish the final version of the revised NPPF ‘before the 

summer’30 suggests that Local Plans submitted before the end of 2018 are likely to be 

examined based on existing policy and guidance, including the existing PPG and its 

stepped approach to calculating housing needs. Implementation could be further 

delayed to January 2019 in the event that the revised NPPF is published in final form in 

the weeks before the summer recess, which commences on 24 July 2018. 

2.18 It is understood that the Council intends to submit the Local Plan for Examination in 

early 2019, which may postdate the implementation of the revised NPPF for the 

                                                           
26

 Ibid, p26 
27

 Ibid, p26 
28

 MHCLG (2018) Draft Planning Practice Guidance, p31 
29

 MHCLG (2018) National Planning Policy Framework: draft text for consultation, Annex 1 
30

 MHCLG (2018) National Planning Policy Framework: consultation proposals, p6 
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purposes of examining Local Plans. This should continue to be monitored by the 

Council. 
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3. The Starting Point 

3.1 The PPG states that the latest official household projections produced by DCLG should 

represent the ‘starting point’ for assessing housing needs31. 

3.2 On this basis, in the 2015 SHMA the then-latest 2012-based household projections 

formed the ‘starting point’ for the OAN. Over the period assessed in the SHMA (2012 – 

2033), this dataset projected the formation of 16,887 households in Calderdale, with 

modelling suggesting that this scale of household growth would generate a need for 

836 dwellings per annum when allowing for vacancy32. 

3.3 Over the revised period considered in this report (2016 – 2035), the 2012-based 

household projections suggested that 14,997 additional households would form in 

Calderdale. Replicating the assumptions around vacancy suggests that 821 dwellings 

per annum would be needed in the borough during this period to accommodate this 

growth. 

3.4 In July 2016, DCLG published a new set of 2014-based household projections. This 

provides an updated ‘starting point’ for the assessment of housing needs in Calderdale 

in compliance with the PPG. The underlying 2014-based sub-national population 

projections (SNPP) draw upon population trends estimated over a more recent five 

year period (2009 – 2014) than the preceding 2012-based projections, which were 

based on trends recorded over a five year period between 2007 and 2012. 

3.5 As highlighted in section 1, the ONS published the 2016-based SNPP on 24 May 2018. It 

is acknowledged that these will underpin the release of the 2016-based household 

projections, currently scheduled for publication in September 2018, which in turn will 

form a further update to the official starting point. These evidently form an important 

consideration as they represent the ONS’s official projection of the implications of a 

continuation of the more recent demographic trends (2011 – 2016) and how this could 

change the population of Calderdale in future. As referenced in section 1, it has not 

been possible to take this projection into account within this report, which was largely 

prepared prior to the release of this projection.  

3.6 It will be important for the Council to consider the implications of this dataset on the 

calculation of the OAN prior to the Local Plan being submitted. In undertaking this 

exercise, the Council will need to consider the household projections and assess the 

extent to which they represent a ‘meaningful change in the housing situation’33. This 

recognises that the PPG is clear in stating that the release of new projections does not 

automatically mean that housing assessments are rendered outdated. 

                                                           
31

 PPG Reference ID 2a-005-20140306 
32

 Section 6 of the 2015 SHMA confirms that a vacancy rate of 3.9% has been derived from the 2011 Census for 
Calderdale and fixed throughout the projection period 
33 

PPG Reference ID 2a-016-20150227 
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Implications of the 2014-based Household Projections 

3.7 The 2015 SHMA noted that the population of Calderdale had not grown to the extent 

anticipated by the 2012-based SNPP over its initial two years (2012 – 2014), principally 

due to lower levels of net migration34. These slightly lower than projected population 

estimates have now been incorporated within the 2014-based SNPP, which – as noted 

above – draw trends from the period 2009 to 2014. 

3.8 Figure 3.1 illustrates the rate of population growth annually estimated during the years 

which form the trend period for the 2014-based SNPP, compared to the trend period 

for the preceding 2012-based SNPP35. Earlier years are also shown for further context. 

Figure 3.1: Annual Population Growth and Official Projections’ Trend Periods 

 

Source: ONS 

3.9 By incorporating two additional years up to its 2014 base, the latest official projections 

no longer draw upon a year in which the population of Calderdale grew at a relatively 

high rate (2007/08), or the following year in which growth began to slow. These years 

have been effectively replaced in the trend period by two more recent years (2012 – 

2014) that were characterised by the more recent trend of comparatively modest 

population growth. 

3.10 This has had a moderating effect on the latest 2014-based population projection for 

Calderdale, as summarised at Table 3.1. Over the period assessed in this report (2016 – 

2035), the lower level of population growth projected would lead to the formation of 
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 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Figure 6.6 and 
paragraph 6.18 
35

 Like the official projections, this is based on population estimates originally released by the ONS, prior to the 
revision of post-Census estimates in March 2018. Revised estimates are introduced in section 4 of this report 
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fewer households in the borough. This implies a need for fewer homes relative to the 

2012-based household projections, when applying a consistent allowance for vacancy.  

3.11 The application of the 2014-based projections as the ‘starting point’ therefore suggests 

a slightly lower level of need for 755 dwellings per annum in Calderdale. 

Table 3.1: 2012-based and 2014-based Population and Household Projections 

 Change 2016 – 2035 Average per year 

 Population 

change 

% Households 

change 

% Net 

migration 

Dwellings ▼ 

2012-based 21,967 10.4% 14,997 16.2% 480 821 

2014-based 18,585 8.9% 13,798 14.9% 436 755 

Source: DCLG; ONS; Edge Analytics 

Summary and Implications 

3.12 The release of the official 2014-based household projections provides an updated 

‘starting point’ for the assessment of housing needs in Calderdale from the 2015 

SHMA, based on the existing PPG methodology. The recently released 2016-based 

SNPP have yet to be translated into household projections at the time of writing, but 

will upon their release in turn form a new starting point. The implications of this 

dataset will need to be considered separately by the Council. 

3.13 Relative to the 2012-based projections presented in the 2015 SHMA, the latest 

household projections are based on a more recent five year period (2009 – 2014) 

during which the population of Calderdale did not grow to the extent previously 

anticipated. Furthermore, the official projections’ trend period no longer includes a 

year (2007/08) in which the borough’s population grew at a relatively strong rate and is 

characterised in drawing upon a sustained period of comparatively modest population 

growth. 

3.14 As a consequence, the 2014-based projections suggest that the population of 

Calderdale will grow to a lesser extent than anticipated by the preceding 2012-based 

dataset, leading to the projected formation of fewer households. Accommodating this 

growth over the plan period (2016 – 2035) will generate a need for 755 dwellings per 

annum when allowing for vacancy. This represents a new ‘starting point’ which is lower 

than that presented in the 2015 SHMA (836dpa; 2012 – 2033), even when adjusting to 

the new plan period (821dpa; 2016 – 2035). 
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4. Updated Demographic Projections 

4.1 While the 2014-based projections provide a new ‘starting point’, it is important to 

consider whether adjustments are required to establish an appropriate and 

representative demographic projection of housing needs in Calderdale. The PPG 

advocates sensitivity testing to explore such factors, taking account of the latest 

available demographic evidence and applying clearly justified assumptions on 

population and household formation36. 

4.2 This led the SHMA to previously conclude that an adjustment to the ‘starting point’ of 

the then-latest 2012-based projections was reasonable in Calderdale, both to reflect 

longer-term demographic trends and positively respond to worsening affordability 

through allowance for a recovery in younger household formation rates. 

4.3 This section considers available demographic evidence to determine whether such 

adjustments remain appropriate, in the context of the latest demographic evidence 

available as of April 2018 in the form of newly revised population estimates and the 

household formation rates now assumed by the 2014-based projections. 

Latest Available Population Estimates 

4.4 As highlighted in the previous section, the development of the 2014-based SNPP drew 

upon estimated population change over the preceding five year period (2009 – 2014). 

This included two years (2012 – 2014) during which the population of Calderdale had 

grown to a slightly lesser extent than anticipated by the preceding 2012-based SNPP. 

4.5 The ONS has continued to publish population estimates since the 2014-based SNPP 

were released in May 2016.  

4.6 In March 2018, the ONS published revisions to its population estimates for the years 

since the 2011 Census (2012 – 2016). These revised estimates incorporated 

methodological improvements and took account of previously unavailable data37. 

These revisions did not affect the national estimates for England and Wales, but did 

redistribute recent population growth below this level based on new estimates of 

international emigration and foreign armed services dependents. 

4.7 As illustrated in the following table, the revisions have slightly lowered population 

estimates for Calderdale since 2011. A population of 209,069 has now been estimated 

for the borough in 2016, which reduces the previous estimate by 701 persons (0.3%). 

Since 2011, the population of Calderdale is therefore estimated to have grown by 701 

persons fewer than previously believed, suggesting a slightly lower rate of growth over 

this period (2.4%). This level of variance is recognised as being notably small, 

suggesting that the ONS is confident in its estimation of the changing size of the 

population in Calderdale since 2011. 
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 ONS (22 March 2018) Revised population estimates for England and Wales: mid-2012 to mid-2016 
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Table 4.1: Impact of Revisions to Population Estimates for Calderdale 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Change % 

Original 204,170 205,293 206,355 207,376 208,402 209,770 5,600 2.7% 

Revised – 205,200 206,136 207,042 207,832 209,069 4,899 2.4% 

Variance – -93 -219 -334 -570 -701 -701 – 

Source: ONS 

4.8 The following chart benchmarks the annual change implied by these revised estimates 

against the original estimates and historic change prior to the Census. It also includes 

the projected change under the 2014-based SNPP for the two years in which the ONS 

has published subsequent estimates of population.  

Figure 4.1: Annual Population Change in Calderdale (2001 – 2016) 

 

Source: ONS 

4.9 This clearly illustrates the limited scale of the adjustment implied by the revised 

estimates over the five years. 

4.10 The revised estimates continue to suggest that the annual rate of population growth in 

Calderdale has more recently fallen below that recorded prior to the recession, 

although there remains evidence that the latest year saw a higher rate of growth 

(0.6%) than seen during the preceding six years. This still remains lower than peak rates 

of growth seen prior to the recession, however.  

4.11 When considering the 2014-based SNPP, it is of note that the revisions suggest only a 

minor correction – of 334 persons, or 0.17% of the total population – in the historic 

trend period from which the official projection bases its projection (i.e. the correction 
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over the 2011 – 2014). Reflecting on the observations in the 2015 SHMA, it is also 

apparent that the revised estimates continue to suggest that the ONS has very 

modestly overestimated its projections of the growth of the population in Calderdale 

over the two years post the base date of 2014. Indeed, where the 2014-based SNPP 

projected a population of 209,436 in Calderdale in 2016, Table 4.1 of this report shows 

that a population of 209,069 is now estimated for 2016. Again the scale of difference is 

comparatively modest between the estimate and the projection.  

4.12 The revised population estimates, up to 2016, form the basis of the 2016-based SNPP, 

which were released on 24 May 2018 ahead of the release of new 2016-based 

household projections in September. Each dataset is underpinned by the revised 

population estimates for the five year post-Census period (2011 – 2016). 

4.13 The 2016-based SNPP were released after the production of the demographic 

modelling referenced in the remainder of this report, and as such they are not taken 

into account herein as noted in the introduction. However, Edge Analytics’ modelling 

does take full account of the revised population estimates produced by ONS, up to 

2016 in accordance with the PPG. The Council will need to separately consider the 

housing need implications of the 2016-based SNPP, with a recognition that the release 

of the 2016-based household projections in September 2018 will update the ‘starting 

point’ implied when following both the PPG methodology and the proposed standard 

method introduced in section 2. 

Components of Population Change 

4.14 The revised ONS estimates of population are predicated upon a slightly reduced 

estimate of the net impact of international migration in Calderdale since 2011. This 

suggests that slightly fewer international migrants have moved into the borough and 

more of its existing residents have emigrated. As shown in the table below, part of this 

combined effect has been marginally offset by “other changes”38, although the overall 

impact of the revisions remains negative in terms of population change in Calderdale 

since 2011 as shown in Figure 4.1. 

  

                                                           
38

 The “other change” component includes small adjustments necessary to account for issues such as minor local 
authority boundary changes or large postcode areas that overlap local authority boundaries 
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Table 4.2: Revisions to Components of Population Change since 2011 

 Original Revised Variance 

Components not subject to revision39 3,399 3,399 0 

International immigration 3,778 3,508 -270 

International emigration -1,624 -2,076 -452 

Special population 47 47 0 

Other changes 0 21 21 

Total change 5,600 4,899 -701 

Source: ONS 

4.15 These revised estimates of international migration can be considered alongside the 

other components of population change – which have not been revised – in order to 

provide an up-to-date position on how the different components of recent population 

change compare with longer-term trends. 

4.16 The following chart shows that net international migration has more recently been 

slightly lower than recorded prior to the recession, although there is clear evidence of a 

relatively consistent net inflow. In contrast, the net inflow of internal migrants slowed 

considerably between 2011 and 2015, differing from the trend consistently recorded 

over the preceding ten years and indeed the latest available year (2015/16). This 

increased net inflow from other parts of the UK is therefore a key factor influencing the 

comparatively high level of growth recorded in the latest available year relative to the 

preceding six years, as illustrated at Figure 4.2. Equally the neutral or negative 

contribution of this component between 2011/12 and 2014/15 is also an important 

factor in the lower level of population growth seen over this period. Births continue to 

exceed deaths in Calderdale, although the scale of this natural change has started to 

moderate over recent years having peaked in 2009/10. 
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 The ONS has not revised its estimates of natural change or net internal migration 
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Figure 4.2: Components of Population Change in Calderdale (2001 – 2016) 

 

Source: ONS 

Considering the Relationship with Historic Supply 

4.17 The SHMA contrasted then-recent migration levels in Calderdale with those higher 

levels of net migration seen prior to the recession40. The analysis presented above 

suggests continued volatility in terms of internal migration in particular, with 2014/15 

seeing the largest net outflow for at least thirteen years but the following year 

(2015/16) seeing the largest net inflow since 2008/09. 

4.18 The SHMA did, however, identify that the higher levels of migration recorded prior to 

the recession coincided with an acceleration in the rate of housing development in the 

borough41. The volume of mill conversions developed by predominantly smaller 

housebuilders was cited by stakeholders as a factor influencing this rate of 

development, which exceeded the adopted housing requirement at the time42. 

4.19 Reflecting the PPG, consideration should be given to the consequences of the past 

under delivery of housing43.Given the previously observed relationship between 

migration and housing supply in Calderdale, it is of relevance to note that the recent 

rate of development remains some way below the historic peak. The past four years 

for which population estimates are available (2012 – 2016) have seen an average of 

385 net additional homes completed annually. This is over one third lower than the 

preceding four year period (600dpa; 2008 – 2012) and over two thirds lower than the 

four years which predated the recession (1,183dpa; 2004 – 2008). This suggests a 

sustained and long-term reduction in the rate of housing development in Calderdale, as 

illustrated at Figure 4.3. It is noted that this level of provision falls below the level 

                                                           
40

 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, paragraph 9.7 
41

 Ibid, paragraph 9.7 
42

 Ibid, paragraph 5.49 
43

 PPG Reference ID 2a-015-20140306 
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implied as being required over more recent years based upon the last adopted housing 

target44. 

Figure 4.3: Net Completions in Calderdale (2004 – 2016) 

 

Source: Calderdale Council 

4.20 The following chart shows that lower levels of migration have been seen during those 

years in which fewer homes have been completed. This evidently contrasts with the 

period in which a stronger rate of development was achieved, with some evidence of 

correlation as shown in the following chart. The last population estimate (2015/16) 

suggests a comparatively high level of migration despite relatively few homes being 

completed, albeit this represents a deviation from a relatively clear trend. 
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Figure 4.4: Comparing Net Completions with Net Migration in Calderdale (2004 – 

2016) 

 

Source: Turley; ONS; Calderdale Council 

4.21 While it may be the case that historic levels of migration were only accommodated by 

an exceptional and unplanned increase in the rate of delivery, it can be equally argued 

that recent years are misrepresentative of longer-term trends as they have been 

influenced by a continued suppression in the rate of development below planned 

levels. This market volatility and its demographic consequences suggests that it 

remains appropriate to consider population trends recorded in Calderdale over a 

longer-term period, thereby capturing a period of stronger market performance as well 

as the more recent lower levels of provision. 

Taking Recent Population Estimates into Account 

4.22 In accordance with the PPG, the SHMA presented a range of variant demographic 

trend-based scenarios developed by Edge Analytics using the POPGROUP model. As 

noted in section 2, these took account of migration trends recorded over a longer 

period of time (2002 – 2012) than drawn upon by the then-latest 2012-based SNPP. 

While a level of alignment was noted, this highlighted the possibility that the ‘starting 

point’ was influenced by more recently suppressed demographic trends, with a longer-

term trend-based scenario therefore considered to represent the most robust 

demographic projection for Calderdale45. 

4.23 The PPG makes clear that assessments should be informed by the ‘latest available 

information’ wherever possible, and states that ‘the most recent demographic evidence 
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including the latest Office for National Statistics population estimates’ should be taken 

into account46. 

4.24 On this basis – and following the principles established in the SHMA – updated 

demographic modelling has been produced by Edge Analytics to inform this report. 

While the base year established in the SHMA has been retained (2002), the 

implications of extending the trend period to include the latest available population 

estimates have been established through the development of additional demographic 

scenarios. The revised population estimates released by the ONS in March 2018 and 

introduced earlier in this section are fully integrated within the modelling. 

4.25 The updated scenarios draw upon migration trends over the most recent fourteen year 

historic period (2002 – 2016), thereby basing projected change on a more 

representative and longer trend period than used as the basis for official projections in 

Calderdale. The demographic assumptions underpinning the official 2014-based 

projections are otherwise incorporated within the updated modelling. This recognises 

that the modelling was completed prior to the release of the 2016-based SNPP on 24 

May 2018. The 2016-based SNPP introduce revised assumptions on fertility, mortality 

and the profile of migrants, and as a consequence their integration would be expected 

to slightly alter the modelling outputs presented herein. However, the issues identified 

above as to the extent to which they will reflect the consequences of the recent under-

delivery of housing remain pertinent.  

4.26 Unattributable population change (UPC), as considered in the 2015 SHMA, is initially 

excluded for consistency with the approach employed by the ONS, although its impact 

is separately considered later in this section. 

4.27 The following table compares the population growth implied by the updated long-term 

trend-based scenario with the ‘starting point’ of the 2014-based official projections, as 

well as the previous 2012-based projections referenced in the 2015 SHMA. The long-

term demographic scenario presented in the SHMA was modelled only to 2033, and 

therefore cannot be directly compared over the revised plan period (2016 – 2035). 

Table 4.3: Updated Demographic Trend-based Scenario (2016 – 2035) 

 Population change 

2016 – 2035 

% Net migration per 

annum 

14yr trend 22,222 10.6% 576 

SNPP 2012 21,967 10.4% 480 

SNPP 2014 18,585 8.9% 436 

Source: ONS; Edge Analytics 

4.28 The extension of the trend period to include the more recent and revised MYE datasets 

increases the scale of population growth assumed to occur in Calderdale, relative to 

the ‘starting point’ of the 2014-based SNPP. The implied level of population growth 

relatively closely aligns with the 2012-based SNPP, but notably assumes a higher level 
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of net migration each year. This suggests that the updated scenario is also influenced 

by the integration of the demographic assumptions which underpin the 2014-based 

projections, namely mortality and fertility rates. 

4.29 Although the long-term scenario modelled in the SHMA cannot be presented over the 

revised plan period, Figure 6.7 of the SHMA47 shows that annual net migration of 477 

was assumed over the previous assessment period (2012 – 2033). As with the 2012-

based projections, this is lower than assumed by the revised scenario presented above. 

4.30 As noted above, the SHMA presented scenarios which both included and excluded UPC 

identified by the ONS between Census years in Calderdale. This component reconciled 

population change estimated over the decade preceding the 2011 Census to align with 

its population count, and therefore allows for the slight underestimation of population 

change in Calderdale through the small but positive adjustment identified at Figure 4.2. 

UPC is only identified in the years preceding 2011 within the trend period considered, 

with the ONS not identifying UPC within its revised population estimates post 2011. Its 

consideration is, however, warranted given the inclusion of longer-term trends, and 

the extent to which they provide a more representative trend-based projection of 

future needs in Calderdale. 

4.31 A further scenario has therefore been developed through POPGROUP to illustrate the 

impact of including UPC in the historic counts of population used in the modelling. This 

scenario includes UPC in full and therefore presents an alternative end of the spectrum 

to the previous scenario which excludes UPC in full. Although its precise cause is 

unknown, Edge Analytics’ approach assigns UPC to historic international migration, 

therefore – in the case of Calderdale – increasing the level of international migration 

assumed to result from a continuation of past trends. This impacts upon the assumed 

age profile of the borough, and as a consequence the number of households projected 

to form. 

4.32 As shown in the following table, the inclusion of UPC modestly increases the 

population growth projected in Calderdale under the long-term trend-based scenario.  

Table 4.4: Updated Demographic Trend-based Scenario (2016 – 2035) 

 Population change 

2016 – 2035 

% Net migration per 

annum 

14yr (UPC) 23,059 11.0% 589 

14yr trend 22,222 10.6% 576 

SNPP 2012 21,967 10.4% 480 

SNPP 2014 18,585 8.9% 436 

Source: ONS; Edge Analytics 

4.33 The following chart compares the trajectory of population growth projected by each of 

the scenarios presented above. The 2014-based SNPP evidently sits towards the lower 
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end of the range, with the updated variant trend-based scenarios falling slightly below 

the 2012-based SNPP. 

Figure 4.5: Historic and Projected Population Growth in Calderdale 

 

Source: ONS; Edge Analytics  

Considering Household Formation 

4.34 Official population and household projections are interlinked, with the latter derived 

from the application of household formation rates (‘headship rates’) to the projected 

population. This provides an estimate of the total number of households projected to 

form as the population grows and the age profile changes. 

4.35 As with the underlying population projections, the PPG currently recognises that 

household formation rates could require adjustment, given that they are largely trend-

based and therefore no not take account of factors influencing local demography. The 

PPG specifically notes that ‘formation rates may have been suppressed historically by 

under-supply and worsening affordability of housing’48. 

4.36 As summarised in section 2, the SHMA highlighted that the rate of younger household 

formation amongst those aged 25 to 34 had historically fallen in Calderdale, with 

worsening affordability identified as a factor likely to have constrained the rate at 

which such households had formed49. The 2012-based headship rates applied in the 
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 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, paragraphs 6.45 
– 6.47 
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SHMA did not assume a recovery in this regard, and an adjustment was therefore 

made for this age cohort to allow for a positive return to the higher rates seen in the 

borough in 2001. Conditions during this year were seen as more representative of a 

period where housing affordability was aligned with a long-term picture, and preceded 

the significant national worsening in housing affordability50. 

4.37 The release of the 2014-based household projections provides new headship rates for 

Calderdale, which have been applied by Edge Analytics within the updated modelling 

presented in this report. A comparable issue has again been identified to that seen 

within the 2012-based dataset, with the 2014-based projections continuing to assume 

that household formation amongst several younger age groups remains suppressed 

when compared to respective 2001 rates51. 

4.38 A comparable positive adjustment to the headship rates of these groups is therefore 

considered to remain appropriate and justified by the analysis in the SHMA, and when 

following the PPG methodology. This assumes a gradual return to respective 2001 rates 

by the end of the plan period, as illustrated at Figure 4 of Appendix 1. 

4.39 Applying this adjustment to younger household formation rates where applicable52 

elevates the amount of housing needed to accommodate the population projected by 

the updated demographic scenarios presented in this section, beyond that based solely 

on the application of the official 2014-based household formation rates. As 

summarised below, the annual need for housing is uplifted by circa 8% when applying 

this adjustment, which is slightly larger than that which resulted from the similar 

adjustment applied in the SHMA (c4%). The annual housing need figures presented 

apply the common vacancy rate applied within the 2015 SHMA. 

Table 4.5: Impact of Adjusting Younger Household Formation Rates (dwellings per 

annum, 2016 – 2035) 

 2014-based SNPP 14yr trend 

excluding UPC 

14yr trend 

including UPC 

Unadjusted 2014-based 755 792 859 

Adjusted rates 819 858 924 

Difference 64 66 65 

% difference 8% 8% 8% 

Source: Edge Analytics, 2018 

Summary and Implications 

4.40 The SHMA concluded that its ‘starting point’ of the then-latest 2012-based projections 

required adjustment, both to reflect longer-term demographic trends in Calderdale and 
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 Ibid, paragraph 6.49 
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 Figure 4 of Edge Analytics’ report at Appendix 1 identifies this issue for males aged 25 – 29, 30 – 34 and 35 – 39. 
Figure 5 shows that household formation amongst younger female age groups is projected to be higher than 2001 
rates, and no adjustment is therefore necessary 
52

 As noted rates are only assumed to recover to those seen in 2001 where they are projected to fall below this rate 
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positively respond to worsening affordability through allowance for a recovery in 

younger household formation rates. 

4.41 As introduced in section 3, the 2014-based projections provide an updated, lower 

‘starting point’ for the assessment of housing needs in Calderdale, influenced by the 

moderated rate of population growth within its five year trend period (2009 – 2014). 

This period has been marked by relatively low levels of housing development in the 

borough, with this likely to have been a factor influencing the reduced levels of 

migration recorded. 

4.42 In line with the approach taken in the SHMA, the extent to which the ‘starting point’ 

provides a representative demographic projection for Calderdale has been tested 

through Edge Analytics’ development of further demographic scenarios using the 

POPGROUP model. This modelling incorporates the underlying demographic 

assumptions within the 2014-based SNPP, but bases future migration on a longer-term 

trend period (2002 – 2016) defined to retain the base year of the SHMA’s preferred 

demographic scenario (2002) but additionally capture the latest population estimates 

produced and revised by the ONS. This approach of adopting a longer-term historic 

period from which to base projected trends is considered appropriate in Calderdale, 

where there is evidence that the under-delivery of housing in more recent years when 

compared to those seen earlier in the last decade has had consequences on the growth 

of the borough’s population. 

4.43 The modelling indicates that a continuation of longer-term trends in Calderdale will 

result in slightly higher levels of population growth than suggested by the official 

projections, leading to the formation of more households and therefore generating a 

need for more homes. The greatest variance is implied by the scenario which includes 

UPC, thereby directly allowing for the slight underestimation of population change in 

Calderdale between Census years through a small positive adjustment. The SHMA 

noted that the exclusion of UPC in the borough may slightly underestimate future 

levels of migration, and attributed the greatest weight to a scenario which – unlike 

official projections produced by the ONS – included such an adjustment. It is 

considered appropriate to assess the implications of UPC in Calderdale given the 

preference for using a longer-term historic period which spans the inter-Census years 

in which the ONS identified UPC. 

4.44 In considering the number of homes needed to accommodate population growth, the 

rate at which younger people are projected to form households has also been again 

considered, using the latest 2014-based headship rates. The SHMA highlighted an 

historic worsening amongst some younger age groups in Calderdale, and the 2014-

based projections – like the preceding 2012-based dataset – assume that this will 

persist for several younger age groups. Edge Analytics has again applied an adjustment 

for these age groups to allow for a gradual return to respective 2001 rates by the end 

of the modelling period. This uplifts the housing needed to accommodate projected 

population growth by circa 8%. 

4.45 With UPC included, this suggests a need for 924 dwellings per annum in Calderdale 

over the emerging plan period (2016 – 2035), reducing to 858 dwellings per annum 

when UPC is excluded. This represents a relatively narrow range with regards to the 
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identified likely demographic growth underpinning the need for housing in the 

borough. Each scenario elevates the need for 755 dwellings per annum implied by the 

‘starting point’ of the 2014-based household projections, with the scale of uplift 

ranging from 14% to 22%. This range is considered reasonable for the purposes of 

demographic inputs to the OAN, in the context of other factors required to be assessed 

under the PPG and drawn together later in this report. 
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5. Supporting Likely Employment Growth 

5.1 The existing PPG requires employment trends to be taken into account in arriving at 

the OAN for housing, reflecting the current requirement within the NPPF for plan-

makers to consider the integration of housing and employment strategies53. 

5.2 As summarised in section 2, the 2015 SHMA found that the scale of projected 

population growth based on long-term demographic trends would be unlikely to 

provide sufficient growth in the borough’s labour force, when considered in the 

context of two employment forecasts available at the time. Modelling suggested that a 

higher level of population growth – indicating a need for between 1,085 and 1,169 

dwellings per annum over its assessment period (2012 – 2033) – may be needed to 

support job growth forecast by Cambridge Economics and Experian’s Regional 

Econometric Model (REM). The Council’s intention to consider likely job growth in 

more detail through a separately commissioned study was noted within the SHMA, 

however, and these figures were therefore intended to be refined and reviewed once 

its findings were known54. They were viewed ‘very much …as the upper end of the 

range…based on the information currently available’55. 

5.3 The Council has since commissioned and completed an Employment Land Study (ELS) 

for Calderdale. This provides evidence to inform the development of employment 

policies in the emerging Local Plan. It is understood that the ELS is based on the latest 

iteration of the REM, developed by Experian and received from the West Yorkshire 

Combined Authority (WYCA) in March 2018. On this basis, this forecast similarly 

underpins the analysis in this section, in order to align the Council’s housing and 

employment evidence. 

5.4 This section therefore reviews the scale of labour force growth required to support 

future employment growth in Calderdale as suggested within the emerging outputs of 

the ELS, and determines whether an adjustment to the demographic projection is 

necessary to align with the existing PPG methodology. 

Job Growth Supported by Demographic Projection 

5.5 Projected change in the age profile of Calderdale is a key factor in determining the level 

of job growth that can be supported in the future. The following chart shows the 

change projected in each age group by the 2014-based SNPP and the variant longer-

term trend-based scenarios developed by Edge Analytics. The 2012-based SNPP is also 

presented for context. 
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 DCLG (2012) National Planning Policy Framework, paragraph 158 
54

 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, paragraph 9.32 
55

 Ibid, paragraph 9.31 
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Figure 5.1: Projected Change in Population by Age Group (2016 – 2035) 

 

Source: ONS; Edge Analytics 

5.6 Strong growth in the older population of Calderdale (65+) is a defining characteristic of 

each of the demographic projections, with a strong level of consistency in terms of the 

level of growth. In contrast, there is a more variable but limited change projected 

amongst working age groups (16 – 64). The SHMA noted that the 2012-based SNPP 

projected limited change in the working age population56, and indeed a small 

contraction is projected by the 2014-based SNPP. Edge Analytics’ modelling, however, 

indicates that population projections based upon a continuation of longer-term trends 

and taking into consideration more recent estimates of population would modestly 

grow the working age population of Calderdale. 

5.7 The employment growth that could be potentially supported by these demographic 

scenarios has been estimated by Edge Analytics using POPGROUP, based on up-to-date 

assumptions – derived from local evidence – relating to unemployment, economic 

activity, commuting and people holding more than one job (‘double jobbing’). 

Reflecting the release of new data and Inspectors’ interpretation of this stage of the 

PPG methodology in the intervening period, these assumptions have been slightly 

revised since the 2015 SHMA was produced. As summarised at Appendix 1, the 

following assumptions have been applied: 

• Unemployment is assumed to remain fixed at the rate (4.4%) recorded in 

Calderdale in 2016, which is lower than the pre-recession average (4.6%; 2004 – 

2007) following a marked recent reduction. This improving position had yet to 

materialise when the modelling produced to inform the 2015 SHMA was 

prepared, and a more cautious approach was therefore adopted in allowing for a 

gradual recovery from recessionary trends57; 
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 Ibid, paragraph 6.29 
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 The average unemployment rate recorded in Calderdale during the recession (7.8%; 2008 – 2012) was assumed to 
gradually recover to the nine year average of 6.2% (2004 – 2012) by 2018, remaining fixed at this level thereafter 
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• Economic activity rates amongst Calderdale residents aged 16 to 89 are initially 

derived from the 2011 Census, and are thereafter assumed to change in line with 

the latest national forecasts produced by the Office for Budget Responsibility58 

(OBR). The 2015 SHMA largely held economic activity rates constant at the rate 

recorded by the Census, but applied some modifications for those aged 60 to 69 

to take account of planned changes to the state pension age. The use of OBR 

rates has since been accepted by a number of Local Plan and S78 Inspectors59 

and therefore captures the impacts of wider changes anticipated across the 

working age population; 

• Double jobbing allows for a fixed proportion of employed people to occupy 

more than one job, based on the long-term average recorded over ten years in 

Calderdale by the Annual Population Survey60 (APS). This recognises the changing 

nature of work and the national rise in the proportion of people occupying more 

than one job, but was not taken into account in the 2015 SHMA; and 

• Commuting has been held fixed at the rate recorded in Calderdale by the 2011 

Census, consistent with the approach taken in the 2015 SHMA. This has been 

widely considered appropriate in establishing the OAN, given that the PPG states 

that policy factors should not be taken into account. 

5.8 The following table outlines the number of additional jobs supported over the 

emerging plan period (2016 – 2035) by the demographic scenarios developed within 

this report, based on the labour force behaviour assumptions introduced above. It 

should be noted that the 2014-based SNPP does not incorporate the revised 

population estimates produced by the ONS. 

Table 5.1: Employment Growth Supported by Demographic Scenarios (2016 – 

2035) 

 2014-based SNPP 14 year trend 14 year trend (UPC) 

Jobs supported 4,920 7,529 8,318 

Jobs per annum 259 396 438 

Source: Edge Analytics, 2018 

5.9 Edge Analytics’ modelling indicates that a continuation of long-term demographic 

trends could support up to 8,318 additional jobs in Calderdale over the emerging plan 

period. This surpasses the employment growth that could be supported by the 2014-

based SNPP, reflecting primarily its more positive assumptions in terms of projected 

change in the size of the working age population. 
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 OBR (2017) Fiscal Sustainability Report 
59

 The use of OBR economic activity rates in preference to the rates applied by individual forecasting houses was 
recently supported by an Inspector in a S78 Inquiry. Specific reference was made to the fact that it is ‘updated 
annually and government endorsed’ (APP/D2320/W/17/3173275, paragraph 20). The Inspector examining the 
Telford and Wrekin Local Plan also endorsed the use of OBR rates within a note dated 30 March 2017 
60

 An average of 3.7% of employed residents in Calderdale hold more than one job, based on APS responses 
recorded over the past ten years (2007 – 2017) 
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Likely Future Job Growth 

5.10 It is important to consider the scale of employment growth that can be supported 

through a continuation of demographic trends in the context of forecast job creation, 

to be accommodated through provision of employment land in the emerging Local 

Plan. 

5.11 As introduced earlier in this section, the Council has commissioned an ELS to inform its 

development of employment policies. It is understood that the ELS is based on the 

latest iteration of the REM, which was developed by Experian and finalised in March 

2018. It is understood that the ELS has considered this forecast as representing a likely 

level of baseline job growth taking account of available forecast data and past trends. 

This employment forecast has been shared by the Council to inform the analysis in this 

report and align its housing and employment evidence, as currently required by the 

NPPF. 

5.12 In the absence of up-to-date employment evidence, an earlier iteration of the REM – 

produced in November 2014 – formed the higher of the two forecasts presented within 

the 2015 SHMA. This forecast has now been superseded, with subsequent iterations 

understood to have incorporated the methodological improvements that were in 

development when the SHMA was published61. Furthermore, more recent forecasts are 

inherently more reflective of the current economic climate, given their integration of 

the latest available local, regional and national data. 

5.13 In addition, it is understood that the latest iteration of the REM corrects an identified 

error in Calderdale relating to the place of employment for agency staff in the 

administrative and support services sector. This had not been detected when the 2015 

SHMA was produced. The Council’s evidence indicates that an overestimate occurred 

by assuming that all of the agency’s staff are based on Calderdale, when in reality they 

are located across the region and the UK as a whole62. An adjustment is therefore 

understood to have been made to the baseline of the REM, which reduces the scale of 

employment growth forecast in the borough to account for this evidenced 

overestimation. 

5.14 It is understood that the ELS presents two variants of the REM, namely: 

• A baseline scenario, which has been adjusted to correct the coding error 

identified above; and 

• A policy-on scenario, which accounts for likely growth beyond the baseline in 

key sectors targeted by the Leeds City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) 

as well as the direct and indirect job growth likely to be generated by 

infrastructure investment through the West Yorkshire Plus Transport Fund. 

5.15 The following table shows the growth in total employment – as opposed to full time 

equivalent (FTE) – forecast under each scenario over the plan period. 
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 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, paragraph 4.56 
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 NLP (2017) Calderdale Employment Land Study – initial draft report, paragraph 7.16 
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Table 5.2: Forecast Change in Total Employment (2016 – 2035) 

 Forecast job growth 

2016 – 2035 

Average job growth per 

annum 

Baseline 9,430 496 

Policy-on 12,468 656 

Source: Experian; WYCA, 2018 

5.16 The baseline forecasts suggest that a total of 9,430 jobs will be created in Calderdale 

over the plan period, which equates to circa 500 jobs per year. Although presented 

over a different time period, this falls broadly midway between the range of 

employment forecasts presented in the 2015 SHMA, which suggested that between 

455 and 555 jobs will be created on average over the period from 2012 to 203163. 

5.17 The policy-on scenario suggests that infrastructure investment and the realisation of 

the LEP’s ambitions for key sectors will elevate employment growth in Calderdale by 

almost one third (32%). An average of 656 jobs would be annually created in the 

borough under this scenario, exceeding the range presented in the 2015 SHMA and 

leading to the total creation of 12,468 jobs over the plan period. 

5.18 For the purposes of establishing an OAN which captures the housing needed to support 

employment growth, Inspectors have highlighted the need to distinguish between 

“policy-on” and “policy-off” scenarios64. Policy-on scenarios by definition move beyond 

a baseline view of job growth and assume that planned policy interventions are 

successful. The decision to support such a policy-on scenario through the integration of 

related interventions and policies – including those for housing – should be made by 

the Council in preparing its Local Plan. The housing needed to support a baseline 

policy-off scenario is of greatest relevance in determining the OAN, and – though the 

implications of each scenario are considered later in this section – greater weight is 

therefore attributed to the baseline scenario within this report. The Council will need 

to consider the implications of its support for the policy-on scenario within the 

emerging Local Plan and the consequences this may have with regards to the level of 

housing it seeks to provide for in establishing its housing requirement. 

Accommodating the Labour Force Needed to Support Likely Job Growth 

5.19 Under a baseline scenario, the latest iteration of the REM suggests that 9,430 jobs will 

be created in Calderdale over the emerging plan period. This increases to 12,468 jobs 

under the policy-on scenario. 

5.20 Over the same period, Edge Analytics’ modelling indicates that a continuation of long-

term demographic trends would support up to 8,318 additional jobs. This evidently 

falls slightly below the job growth forecast by the baseline, and is further short of 

policy-on forecast growth. 
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 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Figure 4.16 
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 Planning Inspectorate (2015) Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury Joint Core Strategy – Inspector’s request 
for additional evidence arising from the Stage 1 hearings, focused on Objectively Assessed Housing need, the 
Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Employment Requirements and Retail Need 
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5.21 As was found likely to be the case in the SHMA, providing the additional working age 

residents required to support this job growth will elevate housing needs beyond the 

level implied by demographic projections. POPGROUP can again be used to model the 

increase in population required to grow the labour force and support both the baseline 

and policy-on scenarios over the remainder of the plan period. The POPGROUP model 

assumes that such “gaps” in the labour force are reconciled by higher levels of net 

migration, which provide the required number of residents of working age on the basis 

that they are attracted to or retained within the borough. 

5.22 This suggests that supporting baseline employment growth over the plan period will 

annually generate a need for 1,001 dwellings per annum. Beyond the baseline, the 

modelling suggests that realising the policy-on scenario could require 1,129 dwellings 

per annum over the same period. Each scenario incorporates the adjusted headship 

rates applied in section 4 of this report. 

Table 5.3: Supporting Likely Employment Growth in Calderdale (2016 – 2035) 

 Change 2016 – 2035 Average per year 

 Population 

change 

% Households 

change 

% Net 

migration 

Dwellings ▼ 

Policy-on 31,725 15.2% 20,628 22.4% 1,044 1,129 

Baseline 26,088 12.5% 18,279 19.8% 790 1,001 

14yr (UPC) 23,059 11.0% 16,886 18.3% 589 924 

14yr trend 22,222 10.6% 15,671 17.0% 576 858 

SNPP 2014 18,585 8.9% 14,957 16.1% 436 819 

Source: Edge Analytics, 2018 

5.23 The higher levels of net migration likely to be required to grow the labour force and 

support job creation can be benchmarked against historic trends, drawing upon the 

analysis presented at Figure 4.3 of this report. The following chart presents the average 

annual level of net migration assumed under each of the employment growth 

scenarios presented above, compared with the 2014-based SNPP and the long-term 

trend-based scenarios developed by Edge Analytics. Historically estimated levels of net 

migration are also shown alongside other change, which includes UPC. 
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Figure 5.2: Benchmarking Net Migration Required to Support Employment Growth 

in Calderdale (2016 – 2035) 

 

Source: ONS; Edge Analytics 

5.24 Edge Analytics’ modelling suggests that supporting baseline job growth in Calderdale 

will require a sustained net inflow of migrants at a level only slightly higher than 

recorded in the latest available year (2015/16). This departs from the trend recently 

seen since the recession, but remains slightly lower than the levels recorded in the 

borough when housing development peaked prior to the recession. However, the 

modelling indicates that this peak would need to be consistently sustained and 

surpassed to support the policy-on scenario. 

Summary and Implications 

5.25 The Council has commissioned an Employment Land Study for Calderdale, which takes 

account of the latest iteration of the REM and a consideration of past trends in 

concluding on a likely future job growth scenario for the borough. Its baseline scenario 

would lead to the creation of 9,430 jobs in Calderdale over the emerging plan period 

(2016 – 2035), increasing to 12,468 jobs when accounting for infrastructure investment 

and the successful intervention of the LEP. It is important to distinguish between 

“policy-on” and “policy-off” scenarios for the purposes of establishing an OAN, and the 

baseline scenario is therefore of greatest relevance to the conclusions of this report. 

5.26 The PPG currently requires such forecasts to be considered in the context of the 

available labour force. Edge Analytics’ modelling indicates that the demographic 

scenarios presented in the previous section could support up to 8,318 additional jobs 
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over the same period. Each of the demographic scenarios are characterised by a strong 

ageing trend, although a continuation of longer-term trends would slightly grow the 

borough’s working age population in contrast with the decline suggested by the 2014-

based SNPP. 

5.27 The modelling nonetheless suggests that further working age residents will be required 

to support baseline job growth, beyond those likely to result from a continuation of 

past demographic trends. The modelling assumes that this gap will be reconciled 

through the increased attraction and retention of working age residents. This requires 

an elevation of net migration beyond the post-recession trend, although the level 

required is not disproportionate to that seen in the latest available year (2015/16) and 

also falls slightly below the levels consistently recorded in the borough when housing 

development peaked prior to the recession. Accommodating this level of population 

growth and supporting baseline employment growth would require 1,001 dwellings 

per annum over the plan period (2016 – 2035). 

5.28 Supporting the policy-on scenario would be likely to require a further growth in the 

labour force of Calderdale, with the modelling presented in this section suggesting that 

this would necessitate levels of net migration which surpass the pre-recession peak. 

The modelling suggests that a need for 1,129 dwellings per annum would be generated 

under this scenario. 
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6. Market Signals 

6.1 The PPG identifies a range of market signals which should be taken into account in 

arriving at the OAN. These are considered to represent market indicators of the local 

balance between the demand for and supply of dwellings65. On this basis, section 5 of 

the 2015 SHMA presented a review of the following market signals: 

• House prices – assessing proportionate levels of inflation as an indicator of long-

term imbalances between supply and demand; 

• Rents – consideration of rental values as an indicator of long-term imbalances 

between supply and demand; 

• Affordability – comparing house prices against residents’ ability to pay; 

• Rate of development – assessing the rate at which development has kept pace 

with planning targets, in order to establish whether a position of backlog or 

undersupply exists which should be addressed through future provision; 

• Land prices – identification of price premiums as an indicator of demand for land 

relative to supply; and 

• Overcrowding – considering changing levels of overcrowding, concealed and 

shared households, homelessness and numbers in temporary accommodation, 

as an indicator of undersupply. 

6.2 The analysis was based on market evidence available at the time, providing an 

indication of trends up to 2014. Many of the underpinning datasets have since been 

continuously updated, and an updated position as of March 2018 has therefore been 

established to inform the OAN as required by the PPG. Particular focus is placed on 

understanding changing trends since the analysis presented in the 2015 SHMA albeit 

set in the context of the longer-term trends identified in this earlier study. 

6.3 The PPG is clear in expecting trends to be compared with ‘appropriate’ areas in order 

to determine the significance of any change in market signals, suggesting that 

comparisons should be made with the wider ‘housing market area; similar 

demographic and economic areas; and nationally’66. The 2015 SHMA compared market 

signals in Calderdale with seven neighbouring authorities67 and England. Reflecting 

more recent interpretation of the PPG, this analysis has been expanded to additionally 

include comparisons with: 

• Eastleigh, Canterbury, Mid Sussex and Waverley, where Inspectors examining 

Local Plans have arrived at a clear position on an appropriate response to market 

signals evidence. These conclusions have been commonly used as benchmarks in 

interpreting this stage of the PPG methodology; and 
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 PPG Reference ID 2a-019-20140306 
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 Bradford, Burnley, Kirklees, Oldham, Pendle, Rochdale and Rossendale 
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• Bury and Darlington, which have been classified by the ONS as the English 

authorities most similar to Calderdale (of those not already identified above). 

This reflects their comparable categorisation as ‘urban settlements’68. 

House Prices 

6.4 The PPG currently states that longer term increases in house prices can be indicative of 

an imbalance between supply and demand. Land Registry data enables the analysis of 

long-term house price trends. 

6.5 The 2015 SHMA considered change in average house prices over the period 2001 to 

2014. It identified that whilst Calderdale had seen a significant 125% increase in house 

prices over this period, this fell well below the level of increase seen nationally (257%) 

and was proportionate to proximate areas69. The analysis of changing trends also 

confirmed that house prices in Calderdale have been consistently lower than the 

national and regional averages, with prices increasing broadly in line with these 

comparators up to 2007 but showing signs of stabilising to 201370. 

6.6 Table 6.1 updates this analysis to capture the latest available data, considering the 

period from 2001 to 2017. For reference, change since 2014 is also illustrated to enable 

comparison of more recent trends since the publication of the 2015 SHMA. This 

continues to suggest that average house prices in Calderdale have increased at a 

substantially lower rate than recorded nationally over the long-term, with growth over 

the past three years also limited in the context of the comparator areas shown. 
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 ONS (2017) 2011 Area Classification for Local Authorities v3. Rossendale, Kirklees and Burnley were respectively 
identified as the most, third-most and fourth-most similar authorities to Calderdale, but are already captured within 
this analysis 
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 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, Figure 5.3 
70

 Ibid, Figure 5.1 
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Table 6.1: Change in Mean Price Paid (2001 – 2017) 

 Mean Price 

Paid 2001 

Mean Price 

Paid 2014 

Mean Price 

Paid 2017 

% Change 

2014 – 17 

% Change 

2001 –17 ▼ 

England £73,117 £260,692 £294,980 13.2% 303.4% 

Canterbury £123,099 £248,730 £317,289 27.6% 157.8% 

Bury £69,848 £149,210 £178,003 19.3% 154.8% 

Oldham £55,957 £134,253 £142,452 6.1% 154.6% 

Rossendale £59,867 £135,722 £149,410 10.1% 149.6% 

Pendle £49,071 £115,547 £121,829 5.4% 148.3% 

Kirklees £67,821 £153,898 £165,332 7.4% 143.8% 

Bradford £65,949 £146,648 £159,868 9.0% 142.4% 

Mid Sussex £172,085 £336,512 £415,662 23.5% 141.5% 

Calderdale £65,274 £146,851 £154,904 5.5% 137.3% 

Eastleigh £132,384 £244,333 £308,842 26.4% 133.3% 

Waverley £235,264 £470,952 £542,309 15.2% 130.5% 

Darlington £67,762 £142,064 £151,538 6.7% 123.6% 

Rochdale £63,652 £133,077 £142,165 6.8% 123.3% 

Burnley £45,444 £96,318 £93,054 -3.4% 104.8% 

Source: Land Registry 

6.7 Although not considered in the 2015 SHMA, it is also beneficial to understand the cost 

of purchasing housing at the entry level. The following table shows how the lower 

quartile price paid for housing in Calderdale compares with other areas, and 

establishes the rate of change since 2001. This is similarly based on Land Registry data. 

6.8 Relative to the identified comparator areas, lower quartile house prices in Calderdale 

have increased at a rate which places the borough in the middle of the scale – below 

the national average. It should also be noted that Calderdale is one of a number of 

areas where lower quartile prices have risen at a faster rate than mean prices, which 

may be indicative of imbalance between supply and demand at the entry level at the 

market. 
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Table 6.2: Change in Lower Quartile Price Paid (2001 – 2017) 

 LQ Price Paid 2001 LQ Price Paid 2017 % change 

2001-2017 ▼ 

Pendle £20,000 £59,000 195.0% 

Rossendale £30,000 £87,000 190.0% 

Oldham £30,000 £85,000 183.3% 

Canterbury £82,000 £230,000 180.5% 

Bury £40,000 £112,000 180.0% 

England £54,000 £145,000 168.5% 

Kirklees £38,000 £97,500 156.6% 

Calderdale £35,000 £89,500 155.7% 

Rochdale £34,000 £84,950 149.9% 

Eastleigh £90,750 £225,000 147.9% 

Mid Sussex £112,000 £277,000 147.3% 

Bradford £34,950 £85,000 143.2% 

Waverley £132,950 £322,250 142.4% 

Darlington £36,725 £89,000 142.3% 

Burnley £17,875 £43,000 140.6% 

Source: Land Registry 

6.9 As in the 2015 SHMA, whilst not explicitly highlighted as a market signal in the PPG, 

change in the volume of housing sales can also be considered. This provides valuable 

context on the operation and relative health of the housing market, with a fall in 

demand likely to be a key driver in changing house prices. The 2015 SHMA included a 

chart which tracked the number of residential transactions between 1996 and 2012 in 

Calderdale, Yorkshire & the Humber and England. For consistency, this report therefore 

includes a similar chart updated to cover the period of 2007 to 2016. The DCLG dataset 

previously used71 has been discontinued, and so this analysis sources data from the 

ONS72. 

6.10 The graph below shows change in the volume of residential transactions, which can be 

used as an indicator of demand. For clarity, transactions have been indexed, with a 

base date of 2007, to allow the effective comparison between Calderdale, Yorkshire & 

the Humber and England. 
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 DCLG (2013) Table 584: property sales based on Land Registry data, by district, from 1996 (quarterly) 
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 ONS (2017) Number of residential property transactions by property type, local authority and month, January 
2007 to December 2016 
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Figure 6.1: Indexed Residential Transactions (2007-2016) 

 

Source: ONS 

6.11 Transaction volumes in Calderdale, Yorkshire & the Humber and England have yet to 

recover to the levels recorded before the onset of the recession in 2007. The level of 

activity has, however, increased over recent years, albeit England and the wider region 

have recovered to a slightly greater extent than Calderdale. 

Rents 

6.12 The PPG suggests that the rental market should also be considered as a market signal, 

with longer term changes in rental levels indicative of a potential imbalance between 

the demand for and supply of housing. 

6.13 Data published by the Valuation Office Agency (VOA) collates information provided by 

private rental landlords, with the latest available data covering the period from April 

2016 to March 2017. This data has been used to update the analysis presented within 

the 2015 SHMA which used comparable data from April 2014 to March 2015 to assess 

trends from 2011.  

6.14 As with house prices, the 2015 SHMA highlighted that average rents in Calderdale were 

notably lower than those seen on average nationally. Indeed the analysis identified 

that a lower quartile property – used to model the cheaper, more accessible end of the 

rental market – is on average 11% cheaper in Calderdale, with a mid-market (median) 

property 21% cheaper on average73. It was identified, however, that median rents for 

all property sizes over the years considered (2011 – 2015) had risen at a rate which 

slightly exceeded that seen nationally74. 

6.15 The table below focuses on median monthly rents for 2-bed properties in Calderdale 

and comparator areas, enabling a measure of change between comparably sized 
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properties which cannot be affected by skewing in the data sample. Broadly speaking, 

median rents for this size of property in Calderdale have grown at a slower rate than in 

the majority of comparator areas, and significantly slower than recorded nationally. 

However, it should be noted that over the period previously analysed in the 2015 

SHMA (2010/11-2014/15), median rents for 2-bedroom dwellings experienced no 

growth, whilst over the subsequent years included for this updated analysis (2015/16-

2016/17), median rents grew by 5.6%. 

Table 6.3: Change in Median Rents for 2-bed Properties in Calderdale and 

Comparator Areas (2010/11 – 2014/15 – 2016/17) 

 Median Rent 

2010/11  

Median Rent 

2014/15  

Median Rent 

2016/17  

% change 

2010/11 - 

2014/15 

% change 

2010/11 - 

2016/17 ▼ 

Canterbury £695 £775 £845 11.5% 21.6% 

Waverley £875 £975 £1,050 11.4% 20.0% 

Mid Sussex £780 £850 £925 9.0% 18.6% 

England £550 £595 £650 8.2% 18.2% 

Eastleigh £675 £750 £795 11.1% 17.8% 

Oldham £450 £475 £495 5.6% 10.0% 

Pendle £368 £400 £400 8.6% 8.6% 

Burnley £370 £390 £400 5.4% 8.1% 

Bury £495 £495 £525 0.0% 6.1% 

Rossendale £425 £435 £450 2.4% 5.9% 

Bradford £450 £450 £475 0.0% 5.6% 

Calderdale £450 £450 £475 0.0% 5.6% 

Kirklees £450 £450 £475 0.0% 5.6% 

Darlington £425 £425 £432 0.0% 1.6% 

Rochdale £450 £450 £450 0.0% 0.0% 

 Source: VOA 

6.16 Table 6.4 displays a similar analysis to that set out above, though this time for lower 

quartile monthly rents. Calderdale experienced no rise in lower quartile rents for 2-

bedroom properties between 2010/11 and 2016/17, again being positioned to the 

lower end of the scale in terms of growth in rents relative to its comparator authorities 

and the national rate.  
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Table 6.4: Change in Lower Quartile Rents for 2-bed Properties in Calderdale and 

Comparator Areas (2010/11–2014/15–2016/17) 

Area 2010/11 LQ 

rent 

2014/15 LQ 

rent 

2016/17 LQ 

rent 

% change 

2010/11 - 

2014/15 

% change 

2010/11 - 

2016/17 ▼ 

Canterbury £620 £680 £750 9.7% 21.0% 

Eastleigh £625 £695 £750 11.2% 20.0% 

Waverley £775 £850 £925 9.7% 19.4% 

Mid Sussex £725 £795 £850 9.7% 17.2% 

Bury £450 £450 £495 0.0% 10.0% 

England £475 £495 £515 4.2% 8.4% 

Kirklees £395 £400 £425 1.3% 7.6% 

Bradford £400 £400 £425 0.0% 6.3% 

Oldham £425 £425 £450 0.0% 5.9% 

Rossendale £375 £395 £395 5.3% 5.3% 

Burnley £350 £368 £368 5.1% 5.1% 

Darlington £380 £385 £395 1.3% 3.9% 

Calderdale £425 £425 £425 0.0% 0.0% 

Rochdale £425 £425 £425 0.0% 0.0% 

Pendle £368 £368 £368 -0.1% -0.1% 

Source: VOA 

Affordability 

6.17 The PPG states that an assessment of the relative affordability of housing within an 

area should be undertaken, through a comparison of the cost of housing and the ability 

of households to pay. As noted in section 2, under the standard method proposed by 

Government, affordability is selected as the only indicator to be used to determine the 

extent to which supply and demand are out of balance, with the document noting that 

‘the affordability of new homes is the best evidence that supply is not keeping up with 

demand’75. 

6.18 The 2015 SHMA referenced DCLG data which illustrates the relationship between lower 

quartile house prices and earnings. Comparable and updated data has now been 

produced by the ONS76.  

                                                           
75

 DCLG (2017) Planning for the right homes in the right places: consultation proposals, paragraph 13 
76

 ONS (2017) Housing affordability in England and Wales: 1997 to 2016. This analysis was completed prior to the 
release of the 2017 affordability ratios on 26 April 2018, which are referenced in the context of the proposed 
standard method in section 2 but are not taken into account here 
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6.19 Figure 6.2 shows the change in the ratio between lower quartile house prices and 

lower quartile earnings (‘affordability ratio’) over the period from 1997 to 2016, with 

the latter representing the latest year currently available. This initially focuses only on 

Calderdale and England for clarity, but provides an additional three years of data to 

that presented within the 2015 SHMA where it was identified that Calderdale has 

historically remained relatively more affordable than the national average. It was 

identified that between 2007 and 2013, following a period in which affordability 

worsened, affordability in the borough improved and stabilised. The latest data 

indicates that affordability in Calderdale worsened slightly in the subsequent three 

years, although not to the same extent as recorded nationally. 

Figure 6.2: Ratio of Lower Quartile House Prices to Earnings (1997 – 2016) 

 

Source: ONS 

6.20 The 2015 SHMA provided a comparison of the rate of change in the affordability ratio 

in Calderdale against national and local comparators for the period from 1997 and 

2013. This showed that whilst Calderdale saw a worsening in its affordability ratio, the 

rate of growth fell below that seen nationally and half of the comparator areas 

considered. 

6.21 A comparable analysis is presented in the following table using the latest data from 

2001 up to 2016. During this updated period, it can be seen that Calderdale’s 

affordability ratio increased by 84.6%. Whilst this now represents a greater increase 

than seen nationally, it should be noted that Calderdale was starting from a relatively 

low base position, and that its 2016 lower quartile affordability ratio is lower than all 

but four of the comparator areas presented. 
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Table 6.5: Change in Lower Quartile Affordability Ratio (2001-2016) 

 2001 Lower Quartile 

Affordability Ratio 

2016 Lower Quartile 

Affordability Ratio 

% change ▼ 

Burnley 1.36 2.88 111.8% 

Oldham 2.38 5.01 110.5% 

Pendle 1.64 3.33 103.0% 

Waverley 7.86 15.54 97.7% 

Bury 3.05 5.92 94.1% 

Rochdale 2.55 4.92 92.9% 

Kirklees 2.95 5.59 89.5% 

Mid Sussex 7.08 13.17 86.0% 

Canterbury 6.00 11.1 85.0% 

Calderdale 2.59 4.78 84.6% 

Bradford 2.57 4.72 83.7% 

Rossendale 2.75 4.99 81.5% 

England 4.08 7.16 75.5% 

Eastleigh 6.03 10.18 68.8% 

Darlington 2.97 4.26 43.4% 

Source: ONS 

Rate of Development 

6.22 Section 3 of this report highlighted the comparatively low levels of development over 

recent years and the implications this has had on the changing demographic profile of 

the area. This contrasted with the pre-recession period, where the rate of 

development accelerated as primarily smaller builders developed a large number of 

mill conversions in particular.  

6.23 The rate of development is also a relative consideration in analysing market signals, 

reflecting the PPG which states that: 

“If the historic rate of development shows that actual supply falls below planned 

supply, future supply should be increased to reflect the likelihood of under-delivery of a 

plan”77 

6.24 Within the 2015 SHMA, consideration was given to net completions over the period 

from 2004/5 to 2013/14. Over this period, the data available at the time indicated that 

an average of 795 additional dwellings had been delivered, although the rate of 

delivery had been particularly variable. This analysis has been updated to integrate 

                                                           
77

 PPG Reference ID 2a-019-20140306 
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revised figures supplied by the Council and take account of completions in more recent 

years. 

Table 6.6: Net Dwelling Completions, 2004/05–2016/17 

Year Gross Completions Losses Net Completions 

2004/05 1,043 215 828 

2005/06 1,237 55 1,182 

2006/07 1,406 34 1,372 

2007/08 1,399 49 1,350 

2008/09 768 59 709 

2009/10 710 3 707 

2010/11 494 7 487 

2011/12 519 23 496 

2012/13 521 5 516 

2013/14 391 34 357 

2014/15 418 103 315 

2015/16 355 3 352 

2016/17 397 108 289 

2017/18 388 99 289 

Total 10,046 797 9,249 

Average per annum 718 57 661 

Source: Calderdale Council  

6.25 The 2015 SHMA acknowledged that the pre-recession period (2004/05 – 2007/08) was 

characterised by notably higher levels of development, with the revised figures 

presented above indicating that an average of 1,183 homes delivered each year over 

this period. The SHMA referenced stakeholder engagement to suggest that the higher 

rate of delivery was partially linked to a focus on mill conversions, while additionally 

referencing the previous SHMA’s finding that the stock of aspirational housing in 

Council Tax Band D and above had successfully grown during this time78. 

6.26 The SHMA noted the subsequent fall in the rate of development thereafter, with the 

impact of the recession clearly evident. The latest data presented in Table 6.6 shows 

that this trend has continued, with the past two years in particular (2016/17 – 

2017/18) seeing fewer net completions than in any previous year since at least 

2004/05. 

                                                           
78

 GVA (2011) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment 
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6.27 Again drawing upon stakeholder engagement, the 2015 SHMA suggested that the drop 

in development rates could be linked to the diminished role of smaller regional and 

local housebuilders, who have historically played a role in delivering housing in 

Calderdale. Many of these builders went out of business during the recession, with any 

replacement housebuilders facing increased challenges in obtaining the finance 

required to develop housing. It was also noted by stakeholders that the topography of 

the borough means that the development of sites often requires specialist knowledge 

and skills. While this stakeholder engagement has not been replicated as part of this 

update, the latest years’ figures indicate that this issue is likely to have remained. 

6.28 As set out in the PPG, it is important to understand how the historic rate of 

development compares to planned supply. The 2015 SHMA compared annual historic 

rates of development with the requirement established in the Yorkshire and Humber 

Plan which sought to provide 14,060 dwellings within Calderdale over the period from 

2004 to 202679. This represented an average annual delivery rate of 639 dwellings per 

annum, although this requirement was phased to initially provide 500 dwellings per 

annum before increasing to 670 dwellings per annum from 2008/09. 

6.29 The following chart represents and updates this analysis, comparing delivery with the 

phased regional requirement prior to its abolition. Since 2012, net completions in the 

borough are compared with the OAN for 946 dwellings per annum concluded in the 

2015 SHMA. It is recognised that the absence of an up-to-date plan may itself also have 

had a bearing on the sustained low levels of housing delivery seen more recently. 

Figure 6.3: Net Completions, 2004/05 – 2017/18 

 

Source: Calderdale Council; Turley analysis 

6.30 It remains important to recognise that the regionally derived housing requirement for 

Calderdale was established through an approach which is materially different to that 

now required to adhere to the NPPF. As noted in the SHMA, however, the rate of 
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development far exceeded this adopted requirement prior to the recession, such that 

some 52% more homes than planned were delivered in the borough during this 

period80 (2004 – 2012). 

6.31 A markedly different trend has been seen thereafter, however. Since 2012, housing 

delivery has been consistently lower than the level found to be needed in the SHMA, 

with no more than 37% of its concluded OAN met through supply81.  

Land Prices 

6.32 In relation to land prices, the PPG states that: 

“Price premiums provide direct information on the shortage of land in any locality for 

any particular use” 

6.33 The 2015 SHMA used data published by DCLG to show the average valuation of 

residential building land with planning permission over the period from 1994 to 2010. 

Though only available at regional level, this nevertheless provided an indication of the 

historic level of supply and demand in the wider regional context. Land price trends 

were also presented for England to allow comparison. The chart used in the 2015 

SHMA is replicated below with no update to this dataset published. 

Figure 6.4: Average Valuations of Residential Building Land with Outline Planning 

Permission (1994-2010) 

 

Source: DCLG 

                                                           
80

 A total of 7,131 net completions were recorded in Calderdale between 2004 and 2012; the RSS required provision 
of 4,680 dwellings over the same period 
81

 A total of 2,118 net completions have been recorded in Calderdale between 2012 and 2018; the SHMA concluded 
that there was an OAN for at least 5,676 dwellings over this six year period (946x6) 
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6.34 Figure 6.4 shows that land prices in the region generally increased at the start of the 

period analysed, up to 2005, where price growth broadly stabilised. From January 

2008, the onset of the recession stimulated a decline in land values, with reduced 

demand from residential developers owing to the credit crunch and subsequent 

reduction in the level of housing market activity. Overall, land prices in Yorkshire and 

the Humber have historically been lower than the average for England, which are 

particularly skewed by high values in the south-east. 

6.35 The discontinuation of this dataset means that it is challenging to understand how land 

values have recovered. In December 2015, however, DCLG published a report setting 

out estimates of land value for policy appraisal82. This provides an estimated value per 

hectare of a typical residential site in each local authority in England, and allows a 

comparison between estimated values in Calderdale and its neighbouring and 

comparator authorities. A weighted average for England excluding London is also 

presented for context. 

Table 6.7: Estimated Value of Typical Residential Site (2015) 

 Estimated value per hectare 

Canterbury £5,505,000 

Waverley £4,905,000 

Mid Sussex £4,005,000 

Eastleigh £2,790,000 

England (excluding London) £1,958,000 

Kirklees £1,460,000 

Rossendale £1,275,000 

Bury £1,265,000 

Oldham £1,140,000 

Rochdale £1,055,000 

Bradford £900,000 

Calderdale £895,000  

Burnley £660,000 

Darlington UA £535,000 

Pendle £370,000 

Source: DCLG, 2015 

6.36 The 2015 SHMA concluded that the analysis of land values suggested that the value of 

land remained relatively muted within Calderdale in both the context of the wider sub-

                                                           
82

 DCLG (2015) Land value estimates for policy appraisal 
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region and the national average on the basis of local evidence83. This remains evident 

based on the latest national datasets available. 

Overcrowding, Concealed and Homeless Households 

6.37 The PPG suggests that indicators on overcrowding, concealed and sharing households, 

homelessness and the numbers in temporary accommodation should be analysed, 

given that they can be indicative of unmet need for housing.  

6.38 It states that: 

“Longer term increase in the number of such households may be a signal to consider 

increasing planned housing numbers”84 

6.39 The 2015 SHMA analysed these indicators drawing upon 2011 Census data, which 

remains the latest comprehensive measure assessing the level of overcrowding and 

concealment amongst all households. This analysis has therefore been represented 

below, but partially updated to incorporate the additional comparator areas used in 

this report. 

6.40 Table 6.8 overleaf shows the change in overcrowded households recorded between 

Census years in Calderdale and each of the comparator areas, based on the room 

standard. 
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 GVA (2011) Calderdale Economic Viability Assessment  
84

 PPG Reference ID 2a-019-20140306 
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Table 6.8: Change in overcrowded households (rooms) (2001-2011) 

Authority 2001 2011 % change ▼ 

Mid Sussex (i) 2,015 (ii) 3,199 (iii) 58.8% 

(iv) Eastleigh (v) 1,954 (vi) 2,617 (vii) 33.9% 

England 1,457,512 1,928,596 32.3% 

Bradford (viii) 14,906 (ix) 19,429 (x) 30.3% 

Canterbury 3,544 4,617 30.3% 

Kirklees 12,131 14,698 21.2% 

Rochdale 5,860 6,817 16.3% 

Darlington 1,857 2,124 14.4% 

Bury 3,667 4,160 13.4% 

Waverley 2,150 2,330 8.4% 

Rossendale 1,395 1,476 (xi) 5.8% 

Oldham 6,403 6,772 5.8% 

Calderdale 5,661 5,798 2.4% 

Burnley 1,966 1,916 -2.5% 

Pendle 2,174 2,067 -4.9% 

Source: Census 2001/11 

6.41 As previously identified within the 2015 SHMA, the level of growth in overcrowded 

households seen in Calderdale over the period from 2001 to 2011 is relatively low. All 

but two of the expanded list of comparator areas have seen a more marked growth in 

the number of overcrowded households. 

6.42 Table 6.9 shows how the number of concealed families in Calderdale, neighbouring and 

other comparator authorities and England has changed between 2001 and 2011, based 

on Census data. While this highlights an increase in the number of concealed families in 

the borough, the rate of growth is relatively limited when compared with other areas.  
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Table 6.9: Change in Number of Concealed Families (2001-2011) 

 2001 2011 % change 

Mid Sussex 261 509 95.0% 

England 161,254 275,954 71.1% 

Pendle 407 677 66.3% 

Oldham 995 1,647 65.5% 

Canterbury 353 583 65.2% 

Bradford 3,509 5,673 61.7% 

Eastleigh 317 503 58.7% 

Bury 536 828 54.5% 

Rossendale 182 275 51.1% 

Rochdale 898 1,347 50.0% 

Kirklees 1,847 2,727 47.6% 

Calderdale 703 997 41.8% 

Waverley 275 374 36.0% 

Burnley 312 418 34.0% 

Darlington 230 308 33.9% 

Source: ONS 

6.43 The PPG also suggests that the number of households accepted as homeless should be 

considered. The 2015 SHMA did not include an assessment of homelessness, and this 

has therefore been considered within this update for completeness. This is based on 

Government monitoring85 of the number of households accepted as homeless and in 

priority need in Calderdale, the neighbouring and comparator authorities and England 

as a whole in 2016/17, relative to the number of households. Calderdale evidently 

ranks in a comparatively average position relative to the number of households, albeit 

falling significantly below the national average. 

  

                                                           
85 MHCLG (2017) Table 784: local authorities’ action under the homelessness provisions of the Housing Acts, 

financial years 2004-05 to 2017-18 
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Table 6.10: Homeless and in priority need (2016/17) 

Authority Total number accepted as 

homeless and in priority 

need 

Number per 1,000 

households 

Rochdale 296 3.3 

Kirklees 462 2.55 

England 59,110 2.54 

Bury 177 2.2 

Bradford 413 2.01 

Canterbury 85 1.31 

Rossendale 37 1.23 

Burnley 40 1.06 

Oldham 86 0.92 

Mid Sussex 47 0.77 

Calderdale 48 0.52 

Pendle 15 0.39 

Darlington 14 0.3 

Eastleigh 7 0.13 

Waverley No data No data 

Source: MHCLG 

Summary and Implications 

6.44 The table overleaf draws together the updated market signals analysis presented in 

this chapter, where consistent data is available for all of the comparator areas 

considered86. Areas with similar demographic and economic characteristics are shown 

in blue, and Eastleigh, Canterbury, Mid Sussex and Waverley are italicised.  

                                                           
86

 The rate of development and land prices are omitted from the summary table but considered in subsequently 
drawing conclusions 
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Table 6.11: Benchmarking Market Signals in Calderdale  

 House prices Rents (2 bed) Affordability 
Change in 

overcrowding 

2001 – 11 

Change in 

concealed families 

2001 – 11 

 

2017 LQ 
% Change 

2001 – 17 
2016/17 LQ 

% Change 

2010/11 – 

2016/17 

2016 LQ 
% Change 

2001 – 2016 
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Waverley Pendle Waverley Canterbury Waverley Burnley Mid Sussex Mid Sussex 

Mid Sussex Rossendale Mid Sussex Eastleigh Mid Sussex Oldham Eastleigh England 

Canterbury Oldham Canterbury Waverley Canterbury Pendle England Pendle 

Eastleigh Canterbury Eastleigh Mid Sussex Eastleigh Waverley Bradford Oldham 

England Bury England Bury England Bury Canterbury Canterbury 

Bury England Bury England Bury Rochdale Kirklees Bradford 

Kirklees Kirklees Oldham Kirklees Kirklees Kirklees Rochdale Eastleigh 

Calderdale Calderdale Kirklees Bradford Oldham Mid Sussex Darlington Bury 

Darlington Rochdale Bradford Oldham Rossendale Canterbury Bury Rossendale 

Rossendale Eastleigh Calderdale Rossendale Rochdale Calderdale Waverley Rochdale 

Oldham Mid Sussex Rochdale Burnley Calderdale Bradford Rossendale Kirklees 

Bradford Bradford Rossendale Darlington Bradford Rossendale Oldham Calderdale 

Rochdale Waverley Darlington Calderdale Darlington England Calderdale Waverley 

Pendle Darlington Burnley Rochdale Pendle Eastleigh Burnley Burnley 

Burnley Burnley Pendle Pendle Burnley Darlington Pendle Darlington 
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6.45 It can be immediately seen that market signals in Calderdale rank in a comparatively 

middling to low position when considered in the context of other areas, with a 

relatively favourable position observed for several indicators. All but two of the 

comparator areas have seen a greater worsening in the cost of entry-level rent or a 

more marked increase in the number of overcrowded households, for example. Market 

signals in the borough are almost universally less severe than seen nationally, with the 

exception of proportionate change in respective affordability ratios. Calderdale 

remains more affordable than the national average, however, as well as all but four of 

the comparator areas presented. 

6.46 It can, however, be seen that entry-level house prices in Calderdale were higher than 

all but one neighbouring authority (Kirklees) in 2017. The scale of worsening in the cost 

of purchasing such housing also appears slightly more acute when compared with the 

borough’s ranking on other market signals, despite neighbouring and similar areas 

having seen greater increases. A continued suppression in the rate of development in 

Calderdale is important to recognise as a potential contributing factor with levels of 

supply falling notably short of the estimated calculation of need over recent years.  

6.47 When considered relative to those authorities where Inspectors have respectively 

concluded that uplifts of at least 10% appropriately respond to worsening market 

signals, it can be seen that market signals of imbalance between supply and demand 

are more limited in Calderdale. Entry-level housing to purchase and rent is more 

affordable in Calderdale, with a lower rate of change in the number of overcrowded 

household and concealed families. Although entry-level house prices in Calderdale 

have increased at a faster rate than three of these four authorities, they remain 

considerably more affordable relative to earnings than seen elsewhere. 

6.48 On this basis – and reflecting the PPG – it is considered that a ‘reasonable’ additional 

supply response to the latest market signals evidence in Calderdale would be 

proportionately smaller than that found to have been required in Eastleigh, 

Canterbury, Mid Sussex and Waverley. It is recommended that an uplift of no more 

than 5% be applied to respond to the evidence of market signals. This level of uplift is 

considered to be reasonable in the context of the evidence presented, including the 

borough’s continued affordability in relative terms, and the views expressed by the 

other Local Plan Inspectors cited.  

6.49 Whilst an attempt has not been made to estimate the precise impact of such an 

increase – in accordance with the PPG – it is considered useful to compare Figures 6.2 

and Figure 6.3 of this report, which show changes to the affordability ratio and rates of 

development respectively. They show that where levels of development have 

remained modest – and considerably below the level of need that is implied by the 

outcomes of the analysis in section 4 and 5 of this report – the affordability ratio has 

remained broadly static. It is therefore reasonable to form a judgement that this 

modest positive adjustment can be expected to address any potential for worsening 

affordability being sustained as a result of historic under-delivery and anticipated 

increases in housing demand stemming from demographic and economic growth. 

Aside from the application of a judgment in establishing the extent to which such an 

adjustment is reasonable, it is also noted that it aligns closely with the uplift of circa 6% 
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which results from the application of the formula set out within the Government’s 

proposed standard method87, as introduced in section 2. 

                                                           
87

 Evidently there is a strong alignment between the 6% adjustment under the proposed standard method and the 
5% recommended in the context of the current PPG. It is also noted that the proposed standard method does not 
include a separate adjustment to allow for an ongoing level of vacancy in the stock. This is different from the 
approach adopted in this report, which applies the market signals adjustment (5%) to a household projection that 
has itself been adjusted to allow for vacancy. This modestly elevates the scale of adjustment from the household 
projection, resulting in an overall adjustment which slightly exceeds that required by the proposed standard 
method. 
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7. Affordable Housing Need 

7.1 Section 7 of the 2015 SHMA presented a calculation of affordable housing needs in 

Calderdale, complying with the PPG and drawing upon data supplied by the Council. 

This indicated that 527 affordable homes would be needed annually over five years in 

order to meet newly arising needs and clear the historic backlog, which it was noted 

was significant in size. Once the backlog had been assumed to have cleared within five 

years, the calculation suggested an annual need for 74 affordable homes to meet 

newly arising needs. The components of this calculation are summarised in the 

following table. 

Table 7.1: Calculated Need for Affordable Housing in Calderdale (2015) 

 Step Total 

1.5 Total current housing need 3,502 

2.5 Total affordable housing stock available 1,237 

3.1 Annual shortfall to meet current backlog over five years (1.5 – 2.5)/5 453 

4.2 Newly forming households in need 508 

4.3 Existing households falling into need 280 

5.3 Annual supply of affordable housing 713 

6.1 Annual net new affordable housing need (4.2+4.3) – 5.3 74 

7.1 Net annual affordable housing need over five years (3.1+6.1) 527 

Source: Calderdale Council; Turley analysis, 2015 

7.2 Over the 21 year period assessed in the SHMA (2012 – 2033), this suggested that a 

total need for 3,819 affordable homes would be generated. This could require an 

average of 182 affordable homes per annum, although such an average does not 

prioritise clearance of the backlog over a short-term period of five years88. 

7.3 Over the revised 19 year plan period (2016 – 2035), the calculation suggests that 3,671 

affordable homes could be needed in Calderdale, equating to circa 193 affordable 

homes per annum on average. 

7.4 The Council’s monitoring indicates that affordable housing delivery has generally 

slowed in Calderdale over recent years, with completions in the past four years falling 

below the long-term average of 85 affordable homes per annum. This is shown in the 

following chart. 
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 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, paragraph 7.50 
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Figure 7.1: Affordable Housing Completions in Calderdale (2002 – 2018) 

 

Source: Calderdale Council 

7.5 The affordable housing need calculation has not been updated as part of the review of 

the OAN89.  

7.6 Reflecting on the market signals evidence, it is apparent – as shown at Figure 6.2 – that 

the ratio between lower quartile house prices and incomes has not significantly 

changed since 2015, suggesting limited change in housing affordability. Table 6.4 also 

confirms that the lower quartile rent for a two bedroom property has not changed in 

the two years since the 2015 calculation was undertaken. With incomes unlikely to 

have changed significantly90, it would be reasonable to suggest that households’ ability 

to access market housing and therefore the proportion of them requiring affordable 

housing is unlikely to have changed significantly.  

7.7 The underlying official household projections available to inform the modelling have 

also seen only a modest change, albeit reducing slightly, with the anticipated scale of 

newly arising households therefore also likely to be broadly comparable. 

7.8 Available data indicates that the size of the waiting list has reduced over recent years91, 

although this captures all households including those deemed to be lower priority and 

therefore is not directly comparable to those households in priority need which directly 

informed the 2015 calculation. 

                                                           
89 The research timeframe required the input analysis to be undertaken to a comparatively tight timetable. This 

presented a challenge to the Council in assembling the data required to undertake a full update. 
90

 The 2017 Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) indicates that the lower quartile gross annual earnings of 
employed Calderdale residents have increased by 7.2% since 2015, surpassing the 4.4% growth recorded in median 
earnings 
91

 MHCLG (2018) Live Table 600L number of households on local authorities’ housing waiting lists, by district, 
England, from 1997 
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7.9 Whilst the affordable housing need calculation has not been updated, the above 

indicators suggest it is unlikely to have changed significantly, with a continued need for 

affordable housing therefore likely to be evident. 

7.10 In establishing the OAN, the PPG currently makes clear that the need for affordable 

housing should be: 

“…considered in the context of its likely delivery as a proportion of mixed market and 

affordable housing developments, given the probable percentage of affordable housing 

to be delivered by market housing led developments”92 

7.11 The initial draft of the emerging Local Plan for Calderdale proposed a requirement for 

20 – 35% of housing provided on larger sites to be affordable, with the proportion 

required dependent upon the strength of the local market93. 

7.12 On a purely numerical basis, and using the calculated need for affordable housing in 

the 2015 SHMA, this suggests that between 551 and 965 homes could need to be 

annually provided on average over the emerging plan period (2016 – 2035) to secure 

the 193 affordable homes needed each year in Calderdale over this period. 

7.13 This sits either side of the scale of need associated with meeting demographically 

derived needs, and falls below that considered to be required to support likely future 

job growth in the borough. This would not suggest that there was a justification for 

elevating housing provision above the levels implied by the upper end of the range 

represented by these projections in order to support the provision of affordable 

housing, as required to be considered under the PPG. 

7.14 Importantly, however, it is recognised that a significant proportion of the identified 

need arises from the need to address a substantial backlog. In order to facilitate the 

annual provision of 527 affordable homes required to meet newly arising needs and 

clear the backlog within a five year timeframe, between 1,506 and 2,635 homes could 

need to be annually provided over this shorter period. This would evidently represent a 

sizeable step up from the historic levels of completions achieved in the borough, and 

provision of this level is not considered to be realistic. It does, however, highlight the 

importance of supporting a boosting of supply above more recent historic levels to 

ensure that affordable housing needs are met.  

7.15 It is important to acknowledge the complex relationship between affordable housing 

provision and market housing when considering these higher implied short-term 

figures in particular. A sizeable component of the affordable housing needed in 

Calderdale is required to clear a backlog of circa 3,500 existing households, who 

currently occupy housing and therefore will not add to the overall need for housing 

suggested by household projections. Indeed, some of these existing households will 

vacate a property once their affordable housing need is met.  

7.16 Reflecting this complexity, it has been confirmed by the High Court that: 
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 PPG Reference ID 2a-029-20140306 
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 Calderdale Council (2017) Local Plan Initial Draft, Table 16.7 
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“The Framework makes clear [affordable housing] needs should be addressed in 

determining the…[FOAN] but neither the framework nor the PPG suggest that they 

have to be met in full when determining that FOAN. This is no doubt because in practice 

very often the calculation of unmet affordable housing need will produce a figure which 

the planning authority has little or no prospect of delivering in practice. This is because 

the vast majority of delivery will occur as a proportion of open-market schemes and is 

therefore dependent for its delivery upon market housing being developed”94 (emphasis 

added) 

7.17 This judgment has been recently upheld by the Court of Appeal, which acknowledged 

that the need for affordable housing and the OAN were products of ‘separate and 

different calculations and assessments’ with some overlap inevitable. It confirmed that: 

“Planning judgment [is] required in gauging a suitable uplift to take account of the need 

for affordable housing, without either understating or overstating that need”95 

7.18 The arithmetic and ‘notional’ calculation of the total number of homes required to 

meet affordable housing need in full – such as the illustrative exercise presented in this 

section – was noted. However, the ‘risk of overexaggerating the “full, objectively 

assessed needs” by making a calculation of this kind’ was highlighted, with the 

Inspector’s conclusion that such an exercise was ‘purely theoretical’ supported on this 

basis. 

7.19 This provides important context in taking affordable housing needs into account when 

arriving at an updated OAN for Calderdale in the following section.  
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 Borough Council of Kings Lynn and West Norfolk v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, 
ELM Park Holdings Ltd [2015] EWHC 2464 (Admin) 
95

 Jelson Ltd v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government and Hinckley and Bosworth Borough 
Council [2018] EWCA Civ 24, paragraph 36 
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8. Updating the Objective Assessment of Need 

8.1 This section draws together the analysis in the preceding sections to establish an 

updated OAN for Calderdale, structured around the stepped methodology prescribed 

through the PPG. 

Demographic Projection of Housing Need 

8.2 Section 3 of this report introduces the official 2014-based projections, which represent 

the latest official household projections and form the ‘starting point’ for the 

assessment of housing needs in Calderdale in accordance with the PPG methodology. 

Accommodating its projected growth over the emerging plan period (2016 – 2035) will 

generate a need for 755 dwellings per annum when allowing for vacancy. This falls 

below the ‘starting point’ of 836 dwellings per annum suggested by the preceding 

2012-based projections, albeit this was calculated over a slightly different period (2012 

– 2033). 

8.3 This reduction in the scale of population growth projected in Calderdale is influenced 

by the moderated rate of population growth historically recorded during the trend 

period of the 2014-based SNPP (2009 – 2014). Unlike the 2012-based SNPP, this trend 

period entirely excludes the stronger years of growth recorded prior to the recession, 

and is instead based on a period in which the rate of development has slowed 

considerably. These years have been characterised by lower levels of net in-migration, 

which contrasts with the previous decade and indeed is likely to have been influenced 

in no small part by the sustained reduction in the rate of development and the under-

delivery of housing over recent years. 

8.4 The 2015 SHMA expressed caution around the potentially misrepresentative influence 

of this more ‘recent demographic picture’, which led to preference being expressed for 

the application of a demographic scenario based on longer-term migration trends 

recorded over ten years96 (2002 – 2012). This was considered to capture a more 

balanced historic picture of residential development levels in Calderdale with this 

including a period in which housing delivery accelerated – exceeding adopted 

requirements and supporting notably high levels of net migration – as well as the more 

modest levels of completions seen more recently. It was noted that the level of 

population growth implied by the preferred demographic projection was not 

significantly higher than the 2012-based SNPP, and was inherently less exposed to the 

demographic impacts of the identified market volatility in Calderdale which has 

affected more recent trend-based projections in particular. 

8.5 The extent to which the recently suppressed rate of development has influenced 

shorter-term trend based projections, such as the official ONS projection, has been 

tested through Edge Analytics’ development of updated scenarios based on longer-

term migration trends. The modelling incorporates the underlying demographic 

assumptions within the 2014-based SNPP – with the 2016-based SNPP not available at 

the time the modelling was undertaken – but bases future migration on a longer-term 
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 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, paragraph 9.7 
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trend period (2002 – 2016) defined to retain the base year of the SHMA’s preferred 

demographic scenario but additionally capture the latest revised population estimates 

produced by the ONS. 

8.6 This modelling indicates that a continuation of longer-term trends in Calderdale will 

result in slightly higher levels of population growth than suggested by the 2014-based 

SNPP, leading to the formation of more households and generating a need for more 

homes than suggested by the ‘starting point’. It was equally identified that the historic 

reduction in supply and worsening affordability had impacted upon the formation rates 

of younger households. An adjustment was previously applied in the 2015 SHMA to 

respond to worsening affordability and an identified historic deterioration in the rate 

of younger household formation in the borough, which was and continues to be 

assumed to continue within official projections. A similar adjustment has therefore 

been applied in this updated analysis, which allows for a gradual return to respective 

2001 rates by the end of the modelling period where this has not already been 

assumed by the 2014-based projections. 

8.7 Alternative population projections are presented which fully include and exclude UPC, 

recognising that this is a feature of Calderdale’s historic demographic profile. These 

imply a demographic need for between 858 and 924 dwellings per annum, with the 

latter fully including UPC within the historic estimates of population growth which 

underpin the projection. This elevates the ‘starting point’ by up to 22%. Although the 

ONS does not include UPC when developing official projections, the SHMA highlighted 

a risk that its exclusion could slightly underestimate future levels of migration in 

Calderdale, and attributed the greatest weight to a scenario which included such an 

adjustment. This approach is considered to remain appropriate but, as with the SHMA, 

needs to be considered in the context of the assessment of the implications of 

anticipated likely job growth on the future projection of population change. 

8.8 Although covering a revised plan period, this range falls slightly below the demographic 

need for 946 dwellings per annum concluded over the period assessed in the 2015 

SHMA (2012 – 2033), when applying comparable adjustments to younger household 

formation rates and aligning with longer-term migration trends. This reduction is not 

attributable to the more recently lower levels of net migration, given that the inclusion 

of more recent years actually elevates the level of net migration annually assumed over 

the plan period97. This suggests that the reduction in the overall population growth 

assumed to result from a continuation of longer-term trends – and housing need as a 

consequence – is also influenced by the integration of the assumptions within the 

2014-based SNPP on mortality and fertility, as well as demographic factors relating to 

the age profile. It is noted that whilst the modelling preceded the release of the 2016-

based SNPP, this dataset provides updated iterations of these demographic 

assumptions, which would be anticipated to also have a further impact on the 

modelled outputs. The implications of this dataset will need to be considered by the 

Council through the assembling of future evidence to inform the Local Plan, recognising 

that the ONS is scheduled to publish the sister 2016-based household projections – 

which will form an updated ‘starting point’ for the assessment – in September 2018. 
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 Figure 6.8 of the 2015 SHMA shows that its preferred 10 year trend scenario (including UPC) assumed a net inflow 
of 496 migrants per annum. Table 4.4 of this report shows that the integration of four additional years’ population 
estimates suggests an net migration flow of 589 persons per annum 
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Supporting Likely Employment Growth 

8.9 The PPG currently requires employment trends to be taken into account in arriving at 

the OAN for housing, reflecting the current emphasis within the NPPF on integrated 

housing and employment strategies. 

8.10 The Council has commissioned an Employment Land Study for Calderdale, which takes 

account of the latest iteration of the REM – developed by Experian – alongside analysis 

of past trends in concluding on a likely future job growth scenario for the borough. Its 

baseline scenario would lead to the creation of 9,430 jobs in Calderdale over the 

emerging plan period (2016 – 2035), equating to circa 496 jobs per annum. This falls 

midway within the range of employment forecasts considered in the 2015 SHMA (455 

– 555 jobs per annum) in the then-absence of up-to-date economic evidence.  

8.11 When applying updated and evidence-based assumptions on the future behaviour of 

the labour force, Edge Analytics’ modelling indicates that the demographic scenarios 

presented in this report could provide labour to support up to 8,318 additional jobs 

over the same period. This is influenced by the strong ageing trend exhibited by each of 

the demographic scenarios, although a continuation of longer-term trends would – 

unlike the 2014-based SNPP – grow the working age population of Calderdale. 

8.12 It is therefore likely that further working age residents will be required to support 

baseline job growth, beyond those likely to result from a continuation of past 

demographic trends. The modelling assumes that this gap will be reconciled through 

the increased attraction and retention of working age residents. This requires an 

elevation of net migration beyond the post-recession trend, although the level 

required is not disproportionate to that seen in the latest available year (2015/16) and 

also falls below the levels consistently recorded in the borough when housing 

development peaked prior to the recession. Accommodating this level of population 

growth and supporting baseline employment growth would require 1,001 dwellings 

per annum over the plan period (2016 – 2035), when applying the adjusted younger 

household formation rates identified as necessary. This uplifts the ‘starting point’ by 

33%, and is 8% higher than the upper end of the need implied by adjusted 

demographic projections. 

8.13 This represents a lower level of provision than the SHMA suggested may have been 

necessary to support employment growth in Calderdale over its assessment period, 

although its presented range (1,085 – 1,169dpa) was to be explicitly refined and 

reviewed once the findings of the Council’s economic evidence were known. This range 

also resulted from the application of assumptions derived from evidenced labour force 

behaviours at that time. This preceded a more recent reduction in Calderdale’s 

unemployment rate to a level which is now lower than the pre-recession average, and 

also did not take into account the latest forecasts produced by the OBR which have 

been increasingly referenced by a number of Inspectors for the purposes of 

establishing an OAN. The application of more recently justified assumptions increases 

the assumed economic participation of Calderdale residents, thereby reducing the 

requisite amount of additional labour assumed within the modelling to be attracted or 

retained through higher levels of net migration. 
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8.14 Inspectors have highlighted the need to distinguish between “policy-on” and “policy-

off” scenarios for the purposes of establishing an OAN, leading this stage to focus on 

the latter in the form of the REM’s baseline scenario. However, a “policy-on” scenario 

has also been developed through the REM, fully accounting for infrastructure 

investment and the successful intervention of the LEP in key industrial sectors. This is 

forecast to elevate the baseline and create 12,468 jobs in Calderdale over the emerging 

plan period. While not considered in arriving at the OAN, the modelling presented in 

this report indicates that 1,129 dwellings per annum may be required over the plan 

period (2016 – 2035) to support this scale of employment growth. 

Responding to Market Signals 

8.15 Section 6 of this report comprehensively updates the market signals analysis presented 

in the 2015 SHMA, while drawing additional comparisons with similar areas and 

authorities where Inspectors have arrived at a clear position on the necessary response 

to market signals. Inspectors’ recent interpretation of this stage of the PPG 

methodology more widely shapes the updated approach taken in this report, which 

considers whether a further ‘reasonable’ uplift beyond that resulting from an 

adjustment to younger household formation rates is necessary to respond to 

worsening market signals. 

8.16 Calderdale largely ranks in a relatively average position when compared to other areas, 

with little evidence to suggest a more significant worsening than seen elsewhere. 

Indeed, the borough ranks relatively favourably for several indicators, with limited 

change in the cost of entry-level rent and a relatively small increase in the number of 

overcrowded households for example. Proportionate change in the affordability ratio is 

the only market signal in Calderdale to have worsened to a greater extent than seen 

nationally, although the borough remains more affordable than the national average 

and all but four of the comparator areas included in the analysis. It can, however, be 

seen that entry-level house prices are increasing and are currently higher than many 

neighbouring authorities, while it is important to also recognise that the rate of 

development has recently failed to meet the need identified in the 2015 SHMA. 

8.17 Section 6 of this report concluded that a ‘reasonable’ response to the latest market 

signals evidence in Calderdale would be proportionately smaller than those 

adjustments of 10 – 25% found to have been required in Eastleigh, Canterbury, Mid 

Sussex and Waverley. This reflects the more limited evidence of imbalance between 

supply and demand in Calderdale, with its continued affordability in relative terms 

considered to require an uplift of no more than 5%.  

8.18 In accordance with Local Plan Inspectors’ recent interpretation of the existing PPG, it is 

considered appropriate to apply this uplift to the adjusted demographic projection of a 

need for up to 924 dwellings per annum concluded earlier in this section. This 

separately adjusts a projection which itself positively allows for a recovery in younger 

household formation, thereby providing a further supply-led uplift in response to 

evidence of a limited worsening in market signals. This suggests a need for up to 970 

dwellings per annum, which closely aligns with the level of housing growth needed to 

support employment growth in Calderdale (1,001dpa). 
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8.19 Whilst an attempt has not been made to estimate the precise impact of such an 

increase – in accordance with the PPG – it is considered useful to compare Figures 6.2 

and Figure 6.3 of this report, which show changes to the affordability ratio and rates of 

development respectively. They show that where levels of development have 

remained modest – and considerably below the level of need that is implied by the 

outcomes of the analysis in section 4 and 5 of this report – the affordability ratio has 

remained broadly static. It is therefore reasonable to form a judgement that this 

modest positive adjustment can be expected to address the potential for any 

worsening affordability being sustained as a result of historic under-delivery and 

anticipated increases in housing demand stemming from demographic and economic 

growth. Aside from the application of a judgment in establishing the extent to which 

such an adjustment is reasonable, it is also noted that it aligns closely with the uplift of 

circa 6% which results from the application of the formula set out within the 

Government’s proposed standard method98, as introduced in section 2. 

Taking Affordable Housing Need into Account 

8.20 A calculation of affordable housing need was presented in the 2015 SHMA, following 

the stepped methodology advocated by the PPG and drawing upon the latest available 

data supplied by the Council. This has not been updated as part of this review, but – in 

accordance with the PPG – should be considered in arriving at the OAN. 

8.21 The calculation suggested that 527 affordable homes would be needed annually over 

five years, in order to meet newly arising needs but primarily clear the historic backlog. 

Once the backlog had been assumed to have cleared within five years, the calculation 

suggested an annual need for 74 affordable homes to meet newly arising needs. This 

would generate a need for 3,671 affordable homes over the course of the 19 year plan 

period, requiring an average of 193 affordable homes per year. 

8.22 The latter could be potentially secured through provision of up to 965 dwellings per 

annum over the plan period, based on the successful implementation of the Council’s 

emerging policies. However, uplifting delivery over five years to clear the backlog could 

require a substantially higher level of overall housing provision, which far exceeds the 

housing growth needed to accommodate demographic growth or support future job 

creation. 

8.23 The relationship between affordable housing need and the OAN is complex, however, 

particularly given that a significant component of the calculated need for affordable 

housing in Calderdale is comprised of existing households that will vacate a property 

once their affordable housing need is met. The Courts have acknowledged these 

complexities in the relationship between separate calculations, and confirmed a need 

for judgement in determining the uplift needed to take affordable housing needs into 
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 Evidently there is a strong alignment between the 6% adjustment under the proposed standard method and the 
5% recommended in the context of the current PPG. It is also noted that the proposed standard method does not 
include a separate adjustment to allow for an ongoing level of vacancy in the stock. This is different from the 
approach adopted in this report, which applies the market signals adjustment (5%) to a household projection that 
has itself been adjusted to allow for vacancy. This modestly elevates the scale of adjustment from the household 
projection, resulting in an overall adjustment which slightly exceeds that required by the proposed standard 
method. 
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account99. There is no requirement to meet affordable housing needs in full when 

arriving at the OAN100. 

8.24 Providing the 1,001 homes annually needed to support baseline employment growth in 

Calderdale could facilitate provision of between 200 and 350 affordable homes each 

year, subject to site location and assuming that the Council’s emerging policies are 

successfully implemented. This would fully accommodate the newly arising need for 

affordable housing suggested by the latest calculation, and indeed could slightly 

surpass the 193 affordable homes annually needed on average over the whole plan 

period. 

8.25 Even the lower end of this range could significantly increase recent levels of affordable 

housing provision, by more than doubling the 85 affordable homes completed each 

year on average since 2002 (Figure 7.1). As illustrated in the following chart, provision 

of this scale surpasses delivery in each year of this historic period. 

Figure 8.1: Benchmarking Potential Affordable Housing Provision against Historic 

Delivery (2002 – 2018) 

 

Source: Calderdale Council; Turley analysis 

8.26 On this basis – and reflecting the need for judgement in determining the uplift required 

to take affordable housing needs into account – it is considered that the evidenced 

need for affordable housing does not justify a further separate quantifiable adjustment 

to the OAN beyond those made in response to demographic, economic and market 

signals. This is consistent with the approach taken in the 2015 SHMA. It will, however, 

be important for the Council to consider through the process of plan-making the 

benefits associated with higher levels of housing provision, in order to clear the 

backlog and support the delivery of affordable housing. 
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 Jelson Ltd v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government and Hinckley and Bosworth Borough 
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 Borough Council of Kings Lynn and West Norfolk v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, 
ELM Park Holdings Ltd [2015] EWHC 2464 (Admin) 
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Objective Assessment of Need 

8.27 Drawing together the analysis above, the evidence presented in this report indicates 

that it remains appropriate to adjust the new, lower ‘starting point’ for Calderdale to 

reflect longer-term demographic trends and allow for a recovery in the rate of younger 

household formation. This addresses its reliance on a short-term period characterised 

by a suppressed rate of development and consequently lower levels of net migration, 

and therefore provides a more balanced and representative demographic projection 

for the borough. The ‘starting point’ of 755 dwellings per annum is uplifted by 22% 

through these adjustments, suggesting a need for up to 924 dwellings per annum to 

accommodate demographically derived housing needs over the emerging plan period 

(2016 – 2035). 

8.28 A small further uplift to this demographic projection could be a justified response to 

market signals in Calderdale, although its continued affordability in relative terms – 

and the scale of worsening relative to other areas – is considered to justify an uplift of 

no more than 5% at this stage of the PPG methodology. The application of this uplift 

suggests a need for 970 dwellings per annum in Calderdale. 

8.29 The evidence presented in this report does, however, suggest that 1,001 dwellings per 

annum will be needed to provide the labour force required to support baseline 

employment growth, based on the latest iteration of the REM. This forecast similarly 

underpins the Council’s employment evidence, ensuring alignment between housing 

and economic evidence as currently required by the NPPF. Provision of this scale will 

allow working age residents to be attracted and retained, uplifting net migration 

beyond its post-recession level but remaining slightly below the pre-recession peak. 

Although a further growth in the working age population may be required once 

account is taken of the LEP’s priorities and the effects of infrastructure investment, 

consideration of such “policy-on” factors is not required for the purposes of arriving at 

the OAN but should be taken into account by the Council in its translation of the OAN 

into a housing requirement within the Local Plan. 

8.30 Provision of this scale could potentially more than double the rate of affordable 

housing delivery, meeting newly arising needs while contributing towards clearing the 

sizeable backlog of existing households in need of affordable housing. Annual provision 

of this scale would also increase the long-term average rate of development by some 

51%, and more than double the rate of development seen since the recession101. This 

will grow the housing stock by an average of 1.0% per annum over the plan period, 

which is proportionate to the level of growth nationally required over the same period 

to realise the Government’s objective to deliver 300,000 homes per year102 (1.1%). This 

will contribute towards boosting housing supply, in line with the objectives of both the 

existing NPPF and its emerging revisions. 
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 Table 6.6 confirms that an average of 661 homes have been completed each year in Calderdale (2004 – 2018). 
This average reduces to 452 homes per annum when calculated over the post-recession period (2008 – 2017) 
102

 MCHLG (2018) Live Table 100 Dwelling stock: number of dwellings by tenure and district, England. Based on 
proportionate annual change in stock from start of the Calderdale plan period (2016), with annual change to 2035 
averaged to derive a compound average growth rate 
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8.31 On this basis, compliance with the existing PPG methodology indicates that there is an 

objectively assessed need for 1,001 dwellings per annum in Calderdale, which can be 

reasonably rounded to 1,000 dwellings per annum over the emerging plan period 

(2016 – 2035). This uplifts the ‘starting point’ by circa 32%, based on the adjustments 

summarised in the following table. 

Table 8.1: Adjustments Applied in Reviewing the OAN for Calderdale 

 Dwellings 

per annum 

2016 – 2035 

Adjustment 

from 

‘starting 

point’ 

2014-based household projections – the ‘starting point’ 755 – 

Adjusted demographic projection 924 22% 

Responding to market signals (up to 5%) 970 28% 

Supporting likely employment growth 1,001 33% 

Objectively assessed need, rounded 1,000 32% 

Source: Turley; Edge Analytics, 2018 

8.32 The revised OAN for Calderdale slightly exceeds the minimum need for 946 dwellings 

per annum concluded in the 2015 SHMA, albeit this was calculated over a different 

period (2012 – 2033). 

8.33 While this formed the lower end of a range then considered to be necessary, the latest 

evidence reviewed in this report – and the increased clarity around likely future 

employment growth in the borough – suggests a convergence around this figure as the 

OAN for Calderdale. This indicates that a range no longer needs to be identified. 

8.34 The housing need suggested at the upper end of the previously concluded range (1,085 

– 1,169dpa) was to be explicitly refined and reviewed once the findings of separately 

commissioned economic evidence were known. The integration of its underlying 

employment forecast – alongside updated demographic evidence, and revised but 

evidence-based assumptions on future labour force behaviour – lowers the housing 

needed to grow the labour force and support future employment growth in Calderdale. 

It does, however, remain the case that an increase in housing provision may represent 

one of the interventions needed to support a “policy-on” economic scenario.  

8.35 The OAN is calculated through compliance with the PPG methodology, which – as 

summarised in section 2 – is likely to remain as the basis for examining Local Plans 

submitted before the end of this year103. The Council’s intention to submit its emerging 

Local Plan in early 2019 may postdate the implementation of policies detailed in the 

revised NPPF, including its new standard method for calculating housing need which 

currently suggests a minimum need for 837 dwellings per annum in Calderdale. While 

this figure will be subject to change as its underlying datasets are updated, the analysis 

in this report indicates that such a level of provision could be considered to 
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 MHCLG (2018) National Planning Policy Framework: draft text for consultation, Annex 1 
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underestimate the housing need that may be generated where population growth is 

more reflective of a longer-term demographic trend in Calderdale, and may fail to 

provide the labour force needed to support likely job growth in the borough. This will 

need to be considered by the Council in the establishment of the housing requirement 

to be provided for through its emerging Local Plan. 
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9. Size and Type of Housing Needed 

9.1 The PPG currently highlights the importance of considering the size and type of housing 

required, once an overall housing figure has been identified104. Reflecting this 

requirement, the 2015 SHMA considered the type of households likely to form and 

established the size of property likely to be needed as a consequence. 

9.2 However, the SHMA acknowledged the limitations of data available to inform its 

assessment. The 2012-based household projections then included only a limited 

breakdown of household typologies, which necessitated reliance on earlier 2008-based 

and interim 2011-based assumptions105. The absence of local authority level data on 

households’ occupancy patterns also required the analysis to be based on English 

Housing Survey data which had itself been discontinued106. 

9.3 Edge Analytics’ modelling of updated scenarios and the availability of new local data 

enables a refined and locally specific approach to be taken in estimating the overall size 

and type of housing that may be needed in Calderdale, which is introduced in this 

section. The section also presents updated modelling as to the number of older people 

assumed to require communal accommodation, which is additional to the OAN 

concluded in the previous section. 

9.4 This section is not intended to provide a comprehensive assessment of the housing 

needs of all household groups. The Council has separately commissioned evidence on 

‘specialist housing’ needs107, a draft version of which is referenced as relevant herein. 

This provides a further breakdown below borough level, but employs methodologies 

which are not directly comparable to those used in this section. 

Size and Type of Housing Needed 

9.5 Both the 2012-based and 2014-based household projections now include a breakdown 

into household categories, providing a basis both for the ‘starting point’ and the 

variant scenarios developed by Edge Analytics through POPGROUP108. This resolves a 

data limitation identified in the 2015 SHMA, and allows an understanding of projected 

change in the demographic profile of Calderdale and its implications for the size and 

type of housing needed over the assessment period. 

9.6 Existing housing trends recorded in Calderdale by the 2011 Census109 form the basis for 

the assessment, with the approach assuming that the evidenced local tendencies of 

different household types to occupy different sizes of housing are maintained 
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 Turley (2015) Shaping the Housing Future of Calderdale – Strategic Housing Market Assessment, paragraphs 6.55 
– 6.56 
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 Ibid, paragraphs 6.61 – 6.62 
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 Arc4 (2018) Calderdale Metropolitan Borough Council Specialist Housing Evidence Base 
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 A breakdown into 8 household categories is only possible using “Stage 2” outputs released by DCLG. The 
scenarios developed in this report are based on the application of “Stage 1” headship rates, which are broken down 
only by marital status. For the purposes of the analysis in this section, Stage 2 headship rates have been applied to 
the population under the OAN scenario (employment-led baseline) only with a comparable adjustment to younger 
headship rates also applied 
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 Census Table DC1402EW – Household composition by number of bedrooms 
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throughout this period. This does not seek to estimate how market factors – such as 

changes to house prices, incomes and household preferences – will impact upon 

households’ propensities to occupy different sizes of housing. Recognising market 

volatility over the longer term, this approach is considered reasonable as it ensures 

that the analysis is grounded in a robust evidence-based position of household choices. 

It is, however, recognised that these choices will be reflective of the current stock 

profile available. 

9.7 The assessment is based on projected change in the number of households of different 

types, once adjusted 2014-based headship rates are applied to the population required 

to support baseline employment growth in Calderdale. The following chart shows the 

scale of growth in different household types projected over the plan period under this 

scenario, developed by Edge Analytics through POPGROUP. 

Figure 9.1: Projected Change in Household Profile (Baseline Job Growth scenario) 

 

Source: Edge Analytics; DCLG 

9.8 The modelling projects the strongest growth in the number of one person households, 

which are likely to be formed by residents of all age groups, thereby including younger 

single person households as well as pensioner and other single person households. 

Households with dependent children and families without children are expected to 

respectively see similar levels of growth, surpassing the growth projected amongst 

other households and the anticipated decline of families living with other adults. 

9.9 Table 9.1 summarises the number of bedrooms in properties that were occupied by 

each of these household types in Calderdale, as of the 2011 Census. 
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Table 9.1: Number of Bedrooms by Household Type 2011 

 1 bed 2 beds 3 beds 4+ beds 

One person households 29% 42% 24% 5% 

Families without children 8% 36% 41% 15% 

Households with dependent children 2% 24% 46% 29% 

Families with other adults 2% 24% 51% 23% 

Other households 6% 38% 36% 20% 

Source: Census 2011 

9.10 One person households in Calderdale demonstrated the strongest tendency towards 

occupying smaller housing, with 71% occupying homes with two bedrooms or fewer. 

However, around one in four (24%) lived in houses with three bedrooms. More than 

three quarters (77%) of families without children lived in properties with two or three 

bedrooms. 

9.11 Households with dependent children and families with other adults demonstrated the 

strongest tendency towards occupying homes with three bedrooms, respectively 

accounting for around half of each household type. These households were also the 

most likely to occupy larger homes with four bedrooms or more, and the least likely to 

occupy smaller housing with two bedrooms or fewer. Other households in Calderdale 

predominantly occupied housing with two or three bedrooms. 

9.12 Reflecting these propensities to occupy different sizes of home, the overall profile of 

household growth – illustrated at Figure 9.1 – will shape demand for different sizes of 

housing over the plan period. By proportionately applying households’ existing 

tendencies to occupy different sizes of housing, an illustrative profile of the size of 

housing likely to be required by additional households forming over the plan period 

can be established. This analysis relates to all additional households projected to form 

and is not broken down by tenure. 

Table 9.2: Implied Size of Housing Required in Calderdale (2016 – 2035) 

 1 bed 2 beds 3 beds 4+ beds 

Proportion of households requiring… 17% 36% 33% 14% 

Source: Turley; Edge Analytics; Census 2011 

9.13 The analysis suggests that around 36% of the households projected to form in 

Calderdale will require two bedrooms, while one in three (33%) could be expected to 

require three bedrooms. Four bedroom properties may be required to accommodate 

14% of the additional households projected in the borough, with a slightly larger 

proportion (17%) requiring only one bedroom. 
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9.14 More broadly, the analysis indicates that just over half (53%) of additional households 

may require two bedrooms or fewer, and just under half (47%) may require three 

bedrooms or more. 

9.15 The type of property that may be required to provide homes of this size in Calderdale 

can also be estimated through reference to 2011 Census data110. As summarised in the 

following table, this suggests that circa 80% of homes would need to be houses to 

accommodate projected change in the household profile of Calderdale, with a residual 

requirement for circa 20% of homes to be flats. 

Table 9.3: Implied Type of Housing Required in Calderdale (2016 – 2035) 

 Houses Flats 

Proportion of households requiring… 82% 18% 

Source: Turley; Edge Analytics; Census 2011 

9.16 This can be further considered in the context of the borough’s existing housing stock, 

profiled within section 3 of the 2015 SHMA. Figure 3.2 showed that flats accounted for 

circa 15% of all household spaces in Calderdale at the 2011 Census, although this type 

of property accounted for some 38% of the change recorded between Census years111 

(2001 – 2011). Relative to this recent trend, this suggests a need to balance delivery of 

different housing types to meet the anticipated demand for different sizes of housing 

in the borough. 

Interpreting the Evidence 

9.17 This modelling exercise provides an illustrative interpretation of available historic 

evidence to estimate the size of housing which may be required in Calderdale over the 

period assessed in this report.  

9.18 The analysis presented above should be used for guidance in its translation into policy 

and for the monitoring of future development.  

9.19 While this evidence provides a valuable overall indication of the broad mix of housing 

which may be required, it is recommended that policies are not overly prescriptive in 

directly basing requirements for individual sites on the illustrative mix presented 

above. The individual mix of housing provided on a site-by-site basis will need to 

respond to the changing demands and needs of the market and take account of local 

market evidence and viability considerations, which will have an important influence 

on the appropriate mix.  

Older Persons’ Housing 

9.20 Section 8 of the 2015 SHMA specifically considered the housing needs of older people, 

reflecting the requirements of the PPG. It established how the older population of 
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Calderdale was projected to change under the scenarios modelled by Edge Analytics 

and subsequently considered the resultant need for specialist older persons’ housing. 

9.21 Edge Analytics’ development of updated modelling scenarios within this report enables 

an update to this evidenced position. The following table shows how older age cohorts 

are projected to change under the scenario which forms the basis for the updated OAN 

established in the previous section. 

Table 9.4: Projected Change in Older Population of Calderdale (2016 – 2035) 

 2016 2035 Change % change 

65 to 74 21,741 28,047 6,306 29% 

75 to 84 11,392 18,594 7,202 63% 

85 and over 4,707 10,286 5,579 119% 

65 and over 37,840 56,927 19,087 50% 

75 and over 16,099 28,880 12,781 79% 

Source: Edge Analytics, 2018 

9.22 The number of Calderdale residents aged 65 and over is projected to increase by some 

50% over the emerging plan period, with circa 19,100 older residents in this cohort. Of 

this total, two thirds – some 12,700 people – are projected to be aged 75 or over, with 

the number of such residents projected to grow by 79%. The number of residents aged 

85 and over in Calderdale is expected to more than double under this scenario. 

9.23 As in the 2015 SHMA, the Strategic Housing for Older People Analysis (SHOP@) toolkit 

produced by Housing LIN can be used to identify the prevalence of those aged 75 and 

over to require different forms of specialist housing provision: 

• Demand for 125 sheltered housing units per 1,000 residents aged 75+; 

• Demand for 20 enhanced sheltered housing units per 1,000 residents aged 75+; 

and 

• Demand for 25 extra care units with 24/7 support per 1,000 residents aged 75+. 

9.24 Edge Analytics’ modelling presented above suggests that the population of Calderdale 

residents aged 75 and over will increase by 12,781 persons over the plan period, 

although a component of this growth is assumed to be accommodated within 

communal establishments. The number of residents aged 75 and over living as private 

households – excluding those in communal accommodation, considered separately 

later in this section – is projected to grow by 11,978 persons over the plan period. 

9.25 The household projections incorporate this projected change in the older private 

household population, and this modelled need for specialist housing associated with 

the projections is therefore included within the objectively assessed need for dwellings 

concluded in section 8. The additional demand for different types of specialist 
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accommodation generated by this older population growth is presented in the 

following table. 

Table 9.5: Projected Need for Specialist Housing in Calderdale (2016 – 2035) 

 Total additional 

demand 

2016 – 2035 

Average per annum 

Sheltered housing 1,598 84 

Enhanced sheltered housing 256 13 

Extra care units with 24/7 support 320 17 

Total 2,173 114 

Source: Edge Analytics; Turley; Housing LIN 

9.26 The modelling suggests that growth in the older private household population of 

Calderdale will generate an annual demand for circa 114 specialist housing units, which 

forms a component of the overall OAN for housing in the borough as noted above. This 

slightly exceeds the annual need for 90 such units concluded in the 2015 SHMA, 

reflecting the slightly stronger projected growth in the borough’s older population112. 

9.27 Furthermore – and as noted above – the modelling also assumes that the number of 

people living in communal establishments will increase over the assessment period. 

Edge Analytics’ approach is unchanged from that described in the 2015 SHMA, and is 

consistent with that applied by DCLG in their development of official household 

projections113. Growth in the number of people living in communal establishments is 

therefore assumed to be entirely attributable to an increased population of older 

people aged 75 and over. These persons are not assumed to live within dwellings, and 

are therefore excluded from and additional to the overall OAN presented for the 

borough. As such, they should be considered and presented separately, and the 

following table shows that 42 additional bedspaces will therefore be required annually 

in addition to the overall OAN established within this report. 

Table 9.6: Projected Change in Communal Population of Calderdale (2016 – 2035) 

 Total change in communal 

population 

2016 – 2035 

Average change per annum 

Employment-led (baseline) 803 42 

Source: Edge Analytics, 2018 

9.28 In considering how this need for specialist and institutional accommodation is met, it is 

important to recognise the significant uncertainties around residents’ requirement or 

indeed preference for residential institutions (Use Class C2) or extra care housing (C3). 
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The type of accommodation delivered may slightly vary over time, in response to 

supply and demand within the market and the complexities of funding. 

9.29 The analysis presented above does not apply any adjustment to consider the potential 

for C3 housing to accommodate those assumed to be in need of C2 accommodation, 

which could result from the implementation of Council strategies or the provision of 

appropriate housing of this nature. Where evidenced that an element of the need for 

extra care housing (C2) identified above is actually being met through C3 

accommodation, this would result in a higher OAN, given that the latter would be 

included within the assessment. 

Summary and Implications 

9.30 The PPG highlights the importance of considering the size and type of housing 

required, once an overall housing figure has been identified. Edge Analytics’ modelling 

underpins the OAN concluded in section 8 of this report, and can be similarly used to 

estimate the size and type of housing that may be needed to accommodate the 

projected formation of new households in Calderdale. 

9.31 The analysis suggests that around 36% of the households projected to form over the 

assessment period will require two bedrooms, while one in three (33%) are expected 

to require three bedrooms. Four bedroom properties may be required to 

accommodate 14% of the additional households projected in the borough, with a 

slightly larger proportion (17%) requiring only one bedroom. This suggests that broadly 

half (53%) of additional households may require two bedrooms or fewer, and the 

remaining 47% may require three bedrooms or more. 

9.32 When considering the type of property that may be required to provide homes of this 

size, the analysis suggests that circa 80% of additional households will require houses 

with the residual 20% requiring flats. 

9.33 The analysis above should be used for guidance in monitoring the implementation of 

policy. It is recommended that policies are not overly prescriptive in basing 

requirements for individual sites on this illustrative mix, as the mix of housing provided 

on different sites will need to respond to the changing demands and needs of the 

market and take account of viability considerations. 

9.34 This section has also considered the specific housing needs likely to be generated by a 

growing older population. With reference to published toolkits, it is estimated that 

growth in the older private household population of Calderdale over the plan period 

will generate an annual demand for circa 114 specialist housing units, which forms a 

component of the overall OAN for housing in the borough. 

9.35 However, the OAN excludes the annual need for 42 additional bedspaces in communal 

establishments generated by growth in the older population, and this need should 

therefore be met in addition to the overall OAN presented for the borough. 
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10. Summary and Conclusions 

10.1 Turley and Edge Analytics finalised a Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) for 

Calderdale in November 2015. The SHMA was initially commissioned by the Council in 

February 2014 to respond to a changing national policy agenda by providing updated 

evidence on the objectively assessed need (OAN) for housing in Calderdale. 

10.2 Based on evidence available at the time, the SHMA concluded that there was an OAN 

for at least 946 dwellings per annum in Calderdale over its assessment period (2012 – 

2033). However, the modelling highlighted that this would potentially fall short of 

supporting future employment growth in the borough, which was to be assessed in 

further detail through the Council’s commissioning of new economic evidence. 

Recognising this uncertainty at the time of its publication, the SHMA concluded that up 

to 1,169 dwellings per annum may be needed in Calderdale at the upper end of the 

OAN range. It was, however, recognised that ‘the upper end of the range will be 

reviewed and refined following publication of the Council’s Employment Land Review’.  

10.3 This report has been commissioned by the Council to review the OAN for Calderdale, 

taking account of the most up-to-date information and evidence available as of April 

2018. This includes the Employment Land Study (ELS) and its underlying employment 

forecasts, which have been shared to inform this report. The latest views of Local Plan 

Inspectors and the Courts are also taken into consideration. The report also adjusts the 

assessment period to align with the anticipated timeframe for the Local Plan (2016 – 

2035). 

10.4 The report continues to adhere to existing guidance on assessing housing needs, by 

following the methodology advocated by Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). However, 

it acknowledges the Government’s intention to implement a new standard method 

through which ‘minimum’ housing need figures can be calculated. Subject to the 

timescales for submitting the Local Plan – and the confirmed timescales for 

implementing the new method through revised national policy – the Council may be 

required to take the standard method into account in establishing its proposed housing 

requirement, and it is recommended that this continues to be monitored. 

10.5 Compliance with the existing PPG methodology indicates that there is an objectively 

assessed need for 1,001 dwellings per annum in Calderdale, which can be reasonably 

rounded to 1,000 dwellings per annum over the emerging plan period (2016 – 2035). 

This incorporates: 

• The official 2014-based household projections, which provide an updated 

‘starting point’ and suggest that 755 dwellings per annum are needed in 

Calderdale; 

• Demographic adjustments to the ‘starting point’, addressing its reliance on a 

short-term period in which the rate of development slowed in the borough. A 

longer-term demographic trend is considered to provide a more representative 

and balanced projection for Calderdale, based on the PPG and the conclusions of 

the 2015 SHMA. Reflecting the PPG – and again in line with the approach 

previously taken in the 2015 SHMA – allowance has also been made for a 
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recovery in younger household formation rates where not already assumed by 

the official projections, with this adjustment alone elevating housing need by 

8%. The adjusted demographic projection therefore indicates that up to 924 

dwellings per annum are needed in Calderdale, uplifting the ‘starting point’ by 

up to 22%; 

• A reasonable response to market signals, through an uplift of no more than 5% 

at this stage of the PPG methodology. This is a distinct and separate adjustment 

to that made to address the effect of worsening affordability on household 

formation rates (8%) in the adjusted demographic projection detailed above. 

This recognises the limited evidence of worsening in market signals relative to 

other areas, and the borough’s continued affordability in relative terms. The 

application of this uplift indicates a need for up to 970 dwellings per annum in 

Calderdale, which – through a consideration of the recent trends in projected 

household growth pressures and the relationship with affordability ratios – is 

judged likely to be sufficient to prevent a future worsening in affordability in the 

context of the housing demand pressures identified; and 

• The housing needed to support likely future job growth, which requires a 

further increase in the working age population to grow the labour force and 

support baseline employment growth. This forecast similarly underpins the 

Council’s employment evidence, and will require the attraction and retention of 

additional working age residents. Supporting this level of employment growth 

would be expected to elevate net migration beyond its post-recession levels and 

generate a need for 1,001 dwellings per annum in the borough. This is circa 33% 

higher than the ‘starting point’, and is rounded in establishing the OAN for 

Calderdale. Although this report acknowledges the potential for further growth 

in employment – once account is taken of the LEP’s priorities and the effects of 

infrastructure investment – consideration of such “policy-on” factors is not 

required for the purposes of arriving at the OAN. 

10.6 Provision of this scale would increase the long-term annual rate of development in 

Calderdale by some 51%, and more than double the number of housing completions 

annually recorded in the borough since the recession. The historic level of affordable 

housing delivery could also be more than doubled through provision of 1,000 dwellings 

per annum, contributing towards clearing the backlog of households on the Housing 

Register and meeting newly arising affordable housing needs. No further adjustment is 

therefore considered to be required to meet affordable housing need in Calderdale. 

10.7 The revised OAN for 1,000 dwellings per annum slightly exceeds the minimum need for 

946 dwellings per annum concluded in the 2015 SHMA but is below the upper end of 

the range previously identified, albeit the period of assessment varies between each 

report. The latest evidence reviewed in this report – and the increased clarity around 

likely future employment growth in the borough – suggests a convergence around 

1,000 homes per annum as the OAN for Calderdale. This indicates in contrast with the 

2015 SHMA that a range no longer needs to be identified. 

10.8 The housing need suggested at the upper end of the previously concluded range was to 

be explicitly refined and reviewed once the findings of separately commissioned 
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economic evidence were known. The integration of its underlying employment forecast 

– alongside updated demographic evidence, and revised but evidence-based 

assumptions on future labour force behaviour – lowers the housing needed to grow 

the labour force and support future employment growth in Calderdale. It does, 

however, remain the case that an increase in housing provision beyond the OAN may 

represent one of the interventions needed to support a “policy-on” economic scenario. 

10.9 The updated modelling presented in this report illustratively suggests that around half 

(53%) of the additional households projected to form in Calderdale may require homes 

with two bedrooms or fewer, with the remaining 47% requiring three bedrooms or 

more. Circa 80% of additional households could be expected to require houses, with 

the residual 20% requiring flats. While this provides a valuable monitoring framework 

for the Council and a basis from which to establish policy across the borough, it is 

recommended that its policies on housing mix are not overly prescriptive in requiring 

such an illustrative mix on individual sites, given the need to take viability 

considerations into account and respond to the changing demands and needs of the 

market. 

10.10 As part of the OAN, growth in the older private household population of Calderdale 

could generate an annual demand for circa 114 specialist housing units, including 

sheltered, enhanced sheltered and extra care accommodation. The modelling also 

assumes that 42 older residents are annually accommodated in communal 

establishments such as care homes, which is separate from and therefore additional to 

the OAN for dwellings established through this report. 
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1 POPGROUP Methodology 

 Evidence is often challenged on the basis of the appropriateness of the methodology that has 1.1

been employed to develop growth forecasts. The use of a recognised forecasting product which 

incorporates an industry-standard methodology (a cohort component model) removes this 

obstacle and enables a focus on assumptions and output, rather than methods.  

 Demographic forecasts have been developed using the POPGROUP suite of products. POPGROUP 1.2

is a family of demographic models that enables forecasts to be derived for population, 

households and the labour force, for areas and social groups. The main POPGROUP model (Figure 

1) is a cohort component model, which enables the development of population forecasts based 

on births, deaths and migration inputs and assumptions. 

 The Derived Forecast (DF) model (Figure 2) sits alongside the population model, providing a 1.3

headship rate model for household projections and an economic activity rate model for labour-

force projections.  

 For further information on POPGROUP, please refer to the Edge Analytics website: 1.4

http://www.edgeanalytics.co.uk/. 
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Figure 1: POPGROUP population projection methodology  
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Figure 2: Derived Forecast (DF) methodology 
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2 Data Inputs & Assumptions 

Introduction 

 Edge Analytics has developed a suite of demographic scenarios for Calderdale using POPGROUP 2.1

v.4 and the Derived Forecast model. The POPGROUP suite of demographic models draws data 

from a number of sources, building a historical picture of population, households, fertility, 

mortality and migration on which to base its scenario forecasts.  

 Using historical data evidence, in conjunction with information from the Office for National 2.2

Statistics (ONS) sub-national population projections (SNPPs) and Ministry of Housing, 

Communities and Local Governments (MHCLG) household projections, a series of assumptions 

have been derived which drive the scenario forecasts. 

 In March 2018, ONS released revised mid-year population estimates (2012–2016) for all local 2.3

authorities in England and Wales. These incorporated changes to the estimation and distribution 

of immigration and emigration across local authorities. For Calderdale, this has resulted in a 

population reduction of -701 for the 2012–2016 period, with a revised 2016 MYE population 

estimate of 209,069. The revised mid-year estimates and components of change have been 

included in the each of the scenarios presented, notwithstanding the SNPP-2014 scenario which 

maintains its original 2014 MYE and historical estimates.  

Scenario Definition 

 Edge Analytics has developed three demographic-led and two employment-led scenarios for 2.4

Calderdale, taking account of the latest demographic and economic evidence. The demographic 

scenarios present the official 2014-based population projection from ONS and alternative trend-

based scenarios.  
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 Demographic Scenarios 

 SNPP-2014 – This replicates the ONS 2014-based sub-national population projection 

(SNPP) for Calderdale. 

 

 PG Long Term – Internal migration rates and international migration flow assumptions 

are based on fourteen years of historical migration (2002/03–2015/16), with the 

‘Unattributable Population Change’ (UPC) component included in the international 

migration assumptions. 

 

 PG Long Term-X – Internal migration rates and international migration flow assumptions 

are based on fourteen years of historical migration (2002/03–2015/16), with UPC 

excluded from international migration assumptions. 

Employment-led Scenarios 

 Under an ‘employment-led’ scenario, population growth as determined by the annual change in 2.5

employment using key assumptions on economic activity rates, commuting ratio and 

unemployment rate. Two employment-led scenarios have been developed for Calderdale based 

on the latest iteration of the Regional Econometric Model (REM), which also underpins the 

analysis in the Employment Land Study (ELS): 

 Employment-led (Baseline) – Historical population provided up to 2016 MYE. From 

2016/17 onward, the annual change in employment under the ‘Baseline’ trajectory has 

been assumed, an increase of +9,094 over the 2016/17–2034/35 forecast period. 

 

 Employment-led (Policy On) – Historical population provided up to 2016 MYE. From 

2016/17 onward, the annual change in employment under the ‘Policy On’ trajectory has 

been assumed, an increase of +12,025 over the 2016/17–2034/35 forecast period1. 

                                                           
1
 The annual change in employment includes an adjustment to account for double jobbing. 
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Figure 3: Annual change in employment for Calderdale  
(2016/17–2034/35) 

Population, Births & Deaths 

Population 

 In each scenario, historical population statistics are provided by the mid-year population 2.6

estimates (MYEs), with all data recorded by single-year of age and sex. Under the PG and 

Employment-led scenarios, these data include the revised MYEs for 2012–2016, which were 

released by the ONS in March 2018.  

 Excluding the SNPP-2014 scenario, historical MYEs for Calderdale are used up to 2016. In the 2.7

SNPP-2014 scenario, the historical MYEs (pre-March 2018 ONS revisions) are used up to 2014. 

From 2014, future population counts are provided by single-year of age and sex to ensure 

consistency with the trajectory of the ONS 2014-based SNPP.  

Births & Fertility  

 In each scenario, historical mid-year to mid-year counts of births by sex have been sourced from 2.8

the ONS MYEs.  

 In the SNPP-2014 scenario, historical births are used from 2001/02 to 2013/14. From 2014/15, 2.9

future counts of births are specified, to ensure consistency with the 2014-based official 

projection.  
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  Under the Employment-led and PG scenarios, historical births are used for the 2001/02–2015/16 2.10

period. From 2016/17, an age-specific rate (ASFR) schedule derived from the ONS 2014-based 

SNPP, is included in the POPGROUP model assumptions.  

 In combination with the ‘population-at-risk’ (i.e. all women between the ages of 15–49), the 2.11

area-specific ASFR and future fertility rate assumptions provide the basis for the calculation of 

births in each year of the forecast period (i.e. from 2016 onwards).  

Deaths & Mortality 

 In each scenario, historical mid-year to mid-year counts of deaths by 5-year age group and sex 2.12

have been sourced from the ONS MYEs.  

 In the SNPP-2014 scenario, historical deaths are used from 2001/02 to 2013/14. From 2014/15, 2.13

future counts of deaths are specified, to ensure consistency with the 2014-based official 

projection. 

 In the Employment-led and PG scenarios, historical deaths are used for the 2001/02–2015/16 2.14

period. From 2016/17, an age-specific rate (ASFR) schedule derived from the ONS 2014-based 

SNPP, is included in the POPGROUP model assumptions.  

 In combination with the ‘population-at-risk’ (i.e. the whole population), the area-specific ASMR 2.15

and future mortality rate assumptions provide the basis for the calculation of deaths in each year 

of the forecast period (i.e. from 2016 onwards). 

Migration 

Internal Migration 

 In each scenario, historical mid-year to mid-year estimates of internal in- and out-migration by 5-2.16

year age group and sex have been sourced from the ‘components of population change’ files that 

underpin the ONS MYEs. These internal migration flows are estimated using data from the 

Patient Register (PR), the National Health Service Central Register (NHSCR) and the Higher 

Education Statistics Agency (HESA).  
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  In the SNPP-2014 scenario, historical counts of internal in and out-migrants are used from 2.17

2001/02 to 2013/14. From 2014/15, future counts of migrants are specified, to ensure 

consistency with the 2014-based official projection. 

 In the PG Long Term and PG Long Term-X scenarios, historical counts of internal in and out-2.18

migrants are defined from 2001/02 to 2015/16. From 2016/17, future internal migration flows 

are based on the area-specific migration data, using a fourteen year (2002/03–2015/16) 

migration history. In both the PG scenarios, the fourteen year historical time period is used to 

derive the age-specific migration rate (ASMigR) schedules, which are then used to determine the 

future number of in- and out-migrants.  

 In the case of internal in-migration, the ASMigR schedules are applied to an external ‘reference’ 2.19

population (i.e. the population ‘at-risk’ of migrating into the area). This is different to the other 

components (i.e. births, deaths, internal out-migration), where the schedule of rates is applied to 

the area-specific population (i.e. the population ‘at-risk’ of migrating out of the area). The 

reference population is defined by considering the areas which have historically contributed the 

majority of migrants into the area. In the case of Calderdale, it comprises all districts which 

cumulatively contributed 70% of migrants into the Leeds City Region LEP over the 2008/09 –

2015/16 period. 

 In the Employment-led (Baseline and Policy On) scenarios, historical counts of migrants are used 2.20

from 2001/02 to 2015/16. From the start of the forecast period, the scenarios calculate their own 

internal migration assumptions to ensure an appropriate balance between the population and 

the targeted increase in employment that is defined in each year of the forecast period. A higher 

level of net internal migration will occur if there is insufficient population and resident labour 

force to meet the forecast change in employment. In the Employment-led (Baseline and Policy 

On) scenarios, the profile of internal migrants is defined by the ASMigR schedule, derived from 

the ONS 2014-based SNPP. 

International Migration 

 Historical mid-year to mid-year counts of immigration and emigration by 5-year age group and 2.21

sex have been sourced from the ‘components of population change’ files that underpin the ONS 

MYEs. Any ‘adjustments’ made to the MYEs to account for asylum cases are included in the 

international migration balance.  
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  In all scenarios, future international migrant counts are specified. 2.22

 In the SNPP-2014 scenario, historical counts of migrants are used from 2001/02 to 2013/14, in 2.23

line with the pre-revised MYEs. From 2014/15, future international in- and out-migration counts 

are drawn directly from the 2014-based official projection.  

 In the PG Long Term and PG Long Term-X scenarios, historical counts of international in and out-2.24

migrants are used from 2001/02 to 2015/16. From 2016/17, future international migration 

counts are based on the area-specific migration data, using a fourteen year (2002/03–2015/16) 

migration history. In both PG scenarios, an ASMigR schedule of rates is derived from the fourteen 

year migration history and is used to distribute future counts by single year of age.  

 Implied within the international migration component of change in the PG Long Term scenario is 2.25

an 'unattributable population change' (UPC) figure, which ONS identified within its latest mid-

year estimate revisions. The POPGROUP model has assigned the UPC to international migration 

as it is the component with the greatest uncertainty associated with its estimation. In the PG 

Long Term-X scenario, the UPC adjustment is excluded from the international migration 

assumptions.  

 In the Employment-led (Baseline and Policy On) scenarios, historical counts of international in 2.26

and out-migrants are used from 2001/02 to 2015/16. From 2016/17, international migration 

counts are taken from the ONS 2014-based SNPP (i.e. counts are consistent with the SNPP-2014 

scenario). An ASMigR schedule of rates from the ONS 2014-based SNPP is used to distribute 

future counts by single year of age. 
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Households & Dwellings 

 The 2011 Census defines a household as: 2.27

“one person living alone, or a group of people (not necessarily related) living at the 

same address who share cooking facilities and share a living room or sitting room or 

dining area.” 

 In POPGROUP, a dwelling is defined as a unit of accommodation which can either be occupied by 2.28

one household or vacant. 

 The household and dwelling implications of each population growth trajectory have been 2.29

evaluated through the application of headship rate statistics, communal population statistics and 

a dwelling vacancy rate. These data assumptions have been sourced from the 2001 and 2011 

Censuses and the 2014-based household projection model from the MHCLG. The 2014-based 

model was released by the MHCLG in July 2016, and is underpinned by the 2014-based SNPP 

from ONS. 

Household Headship Rates 

 A household headship rate (also known as a household representative rate) is the “probability of 2.30

anyone in a particular demographic group being classified as being a household representative”2. 

 The household headship rates used in the POPGROUP modelling for Calderdale have been taken 2.31

from the latest MHCLG 2014-based household projection model, which is underpinned by the 

ONS 2014-based SNPP. The MHCLG household projections are derived through the application of 

projected headship rates to a projection of the private household population. The methodology 

used by MHCLG in its household projection models consistent of two distinct stages: 

 Stage One produces the national and local authority projections for the total 

number of households by sex, age-group and relationship-status group over the 

projection period.  

                                                           
2
 Household Projections 2014-based: Methodological Report. Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local 

Government (July 2016). https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/2014-based-household-projections-
methodology  
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  Stage Two provides the detailed ‘household-type’ projection by age-group, 

controlled to the previous Stage One totals.  

 Under all scenarios (PG, SNPP-2014 and Employment-led), the Stage One headship rates have 2.32

been applied by 5-year age group, sex and relationship status. Two sets of headship rates have 

been applied to each all scenarios:  

 HH-14:  MHCLG 2014-based headship rates for Calderdale 

 HH-14 Return: Between 2018 and 2035, the MHCLG 2014-based headship rates 

in the young adult age groups return to their 2001 values, continuing their 

original rate of growth thereafter. These adjustments were made to the male 25–

29, 30–34 and 35–39 male age groups only (Figure 4). No adjustments have been 

made to the female age groups (Figure 5). 

 To consider household growth by type, an additional scenario was developed using ‘Stage Two’ 2.33

and ‘Stage Two Return’ headship rates. The latter reflected adjustments in the young adults age 

groups, broadly comparable to the Stage One Return variant. 
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Figure 4: Stage One MHCLG Headship rates for Calderdale (Males) 

Stage One MHCLG Headship Rates by Age (Males)
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Figure 5: Stage One MHCLG Headship rates for Calderdale (Females) 

Stage One MHCLG Headship Rates by Age (Females)
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 Communal Population Statistics 

 Household projections in POPGROUP exclude the population ‘not-in-households’ (i.e. the 2.34

communal/institutional population). These data are drawn from the MHCLG 2014-based 

household projections, which use statistics from the 2011 Census. Examples of communal 

establishments include prisons, residential care homes and student halls of residence.  

 For ages 0–74, the number of people in each age group not-in-households is fixed throughout the 2.35

forecast period. For ages 75–85+, the proportion of the population not-in-households is 

recorded. Therefore, the population not-in-households for ages 75–85+ varies across the forecast 

period depending on the size of the population. 

Vacancy Rate 

 The relationship between households and dwellings is modelled using a ‘vacancy rate’, sourced 2.36

from the 2011 Census3. The vacancy rate is calculated using statistics on household (occupied 

spaces) and dwellings (shared and unshared). Under all scenarios, a vacancy rate of 3.9% for 

Calderdale has been applied and fixed throughout the forecast period. 

Labour Force & Employment 

 The labour force and employment implications of the population growth trajectory under the 2.37

demographic scenarios are evaluated through the application of three key data items: economic 

activity rates, an unemployment rate and a commuting ratio. In the Employment-led scenarios, 

these three key economic assumptions are used to define the relationship between forecast 

economic growth and population change. 

Economic Activity Rates 

 The level of labour force participation is recorded in the economic activity rates. Economic 2.38

activity rates by five year age group (ages 16–89) and sex have been derived from Census 

statistics, with adjustments made in line with the Office for Budget Responsibility’s (OBR) analysis 

                                                           
3
 Census Table KS401EW: Dwellings, household spaces and accommodation type 
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 of labour market trends in its 2017 Fiscal Sustainability Report4 (Figure 6). The economic activity 

rate adjustments have been applied to all demographic and employment-led scenarios.  

 

Figure 6: Calderdale economic activity rates: 2016 & 2035 comparison 

Commuting Ratio 

 The commuting ratio, together with the unemployment rate, controls the balance between the 2.39

number of workers living in a district (i.e. the resident labour force) and the number of jobs 

available in the district. A commuting ratio greater than 1.00 indicates that the size of the 

resident workforce exceeds the number of jobs available in the district, resulting in a net out-

commute. A commuting ratio less than 1.00 indicates that the number of jobs in the district 

exceeds the size of the labour force, resulting in a net in-commute. 

 From the 2011 Census ‘Travel to Work’ statistics, published by ONS in July 2014 a commuting 2.40

ratio of 1.02 has been derived for Calderdale, indicating a small net out commute. The 2011 

Census commuting ratio is compared to the 2001 Census value in Table 1.  

Table 1: Calderdale Commuting Ratio Comparison 

 
 

                                                           
4
 http://cdn.budgetresponsibility.org.uk/FSR_Jan17.pdf    
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  In all demographic and employment-led scenarios, a fixed commuting ratio of 1.02 has been 2.41

applied throughout the forecast period. 

Unemployment Rate  

 The unemployment rate, together with the commuting ratio, controls the balance between the 2.42

size of the labour force and the number of jobs available within an area. In all scenarios, historical 

unemployment rates are defined up to 2016 (Table 2), fixed at the current value (4.4%) 

thereafter. 

Table 2: Historical unemployment rates 2004–2016 (Source: ONS model-based data) 

 

Mid-Year Population Estimates (MYEs) 

 Sub-national population estimation continues to present a challenge to ONS in the face of 2.43

imperfect data. In March 2018, ONS released revised mid-year estimates for the 2012–2016 

period, incorporating key methodological changes to the estimation of emigration, dependents 

of foreign armed forces and distribution of asylum seekers. 

 Between Censuses, annual mid-year population estimates are calculated using data on births, 2.44

deaths, internal and international migration to quantify the annual population growth. MYEs 

have been subject to retrospective revision, as new data and methodologies have become 

available. In 2010, ONS released retrospective revisions to MYEs for 2002–2008, implementing 

new methodologies for internal and international migration estimation. In 2012, following 

publication of 2011 Census statistics, ONS released a revised population estimates series for 

2002–2010, accounting for mis-estimation between Censuses. 

 The 2012 revisions resulted in the application of an ‘unattributable population change’ (UPC) 2.45

adjustment to all local authority populations. The adjustment was ‘unattributable’ in that ONS 

did not assign it to any one component of population change (births, deaths, internal migration 

or international migration). For Calderdale, the UPC adjustment over the 2002–2010 period was 
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 relatively small, an overall increase of +444 persons (Figure 7). The ONS mid-year components of 

population change for Calderdale are presented in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7: Calderdale MYE components of change (2001/02–2015/16) 

 Natural change has contributed to population growth in all years of the historical 2001/02–2.46

2015/16 period. Net internal migration has had a varied impact on population change over the 

historical period, with a net inflow evidenced over the 2002/03–2010/11 period, followed by a 

small net outflow in the subsequent 4-years (2011/12–2014/15). The latest MYE suggests a 

significant change in net internal migration flows, driven by a sharp increase in inflows combined 

with a small reduction in outflows. 

 Net international migration has varied throughout the historical period, having a large positive 2.47

impact on population change in all years excluding 2008/09 and 2009/10, in which a significant 

spike in emigration and fall in immigration resulted in net out international migration (Figure 8). 

Whilst it is deemed unlikely that such a spike in emigration occurred, the lack of additional data 

on emigration flows means that it is difficult to provide counter-evidence. Since 2013, the annual 

impact of net international migration has continued to increase, driven by higher immigration 

flows (Figure 8). The March 2018, ONS revisions reduced Calderdale’s net international migration 

in 2012–2016 by -722, driven by a fall in estimated immigration flows combined with increased 

emigration.  
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Figure 8: ONS MYE international migration flows 

(2001/02–2015/16)  

 NINo registrations provide an alternative measure of immigration, albeit only for ‘working adults’ 2.48

(Figure 9). The NINo statistics are an immigration count only and do not provide evidence on the 

number of these migrants who subsequently return to their country of origin, or whose length of 

stay is more than the twelve months required to be recognised in the MYE. 

 Whilst the ONS revisions have sought to improve the estimation of net international migration to 2.49

Calderdale post 2011, the NINo registrations for Calderdale are not in complete alignment with 

the estimated immigration flows over the historical period. This is particularly evident in 

2015/16; in which NINo registration for Calderdale reflect a decline whilst the MYE immigration 

flows are subject to an annual increase.  

 
Figure 9: NINo registrations in Calderdale 2002–2017 (Source: DWP) 

 Over the 2002–2014 historical period, the trend in total NINo registrations for Calderdale closely 2.50

aligns with that experienced at the regional (Yorkshire and Humber) and national (England) level. 
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 However, since 2014, the trend in total NINo registrations for Calderdale diverges from that 

experienced at both regional and national level. The regional NINo registrations reflect an 

increase, largely driven by migrants from Romania and Bulgaria in 2014–2016. This was followed 

by a marked decline in NINo registrations in 2017 at both a national and regional level (due to a 

reduction in those originating from EU13 countries). This trend is not reflected in Calderdale’s 

registrations, which experienced a small decline after 2014. 

 
Figure 10: Total NINo registrations in Calderdale, Yorkshire & Humber 

 and England 2002–2017 (Source: DWP)  
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